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Objectives
Trace the path of sound through
the outer, middle and inner ears.

Name the segments of the
hearing evaluation.

Describe at least four features of
personal hearing instruments.

Describe at least four situations
in which assistive technologies
would be useful.

Take the 
Assessment

What

What are the physical characteristics of hearing loss and what are ways of diagnosing and treating persons with
hearing loss? Explore this module to learn more about the body’s anatomy for hearing – the auditory system.
This module introduces treatment options that can assist consumers with their specific hearing and
communication needs.
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1 – The Auditory System

Auditory System: Anatomy and Function

What Does the Ear Do?

The ear is designed to hear sound, with the most important sound for humans probably being speech.
However, non-speech sounds are also important to help us understand our environment and for safety. Think
about not being able to hear your telephone ring, crosswalk signals, car horns, the ‘back-up’ beep on
commercial trucks and your baby cry. Another activity that is important for day-to-day living includes ‘localizing’
sound. Does it matter where the car or truck horn is coming from? Usually it does, so people know where to
look and how to avoid an accident.

Anatomy Overview

The auditory system, or ear, can be divided up in different ways. According to the anatomic regions of the ear,
it is divided into the

Outer ear

Middle ear

Inner ear

‘Eighth’ or cochlear nerve

Central System

The ear can also be divided according to the type of hearing loss a person experiences

Conductive mechanism (outer + middle)

Sensorineural mechanism (inner + eighth)

Central mechanism (central)

Stages of Sound Transmission

The auditory system has a big task and it is complicated and elegant all at the same time. The sound must get
from outside the head to our brains. The following are different types of energy that travel through the ear to
make hearing possible.

Acoustic energy, in the form of sound waves, is channeled into the ear canal by the ear.
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Sound waves strike the eardrum, causing it to vibrate (like a drum) and changing the acoustic energy into
mechanical energy.

The malleus (bone), which is attached to the eardrum, starts the ossicles into motion.

The stapes moves like a piston in the oval window of the cochlea creating a mechanical-hydraulic energy.

The fluid movement within the cochlea causes membranes in the cochlea to move against some particular
cells.

This movement creates an electrochemical signal which is sent via the auditory nerve up through the central
auditory nervous system to the brain, where sound is interpreted.

Ear Anatomy Detail

The Outer Ear

The outer ear is made up of the pinna or auricle, that is, the visible  piece on the outside of the head, and the
ear canal, which ends at the tympanic membrane or eardrum.  The auricle’s job is to literally collect and funnel
sound to the ear canal for further transmission. The auricle also helps localize sound sources, especially
helping people figure out if a sound is in front of them or behind them.

Fact: Humans are very good at knowing whether sounds are to their left or right, and pretty good at front
versus back. However, they cannot determine height of a sound very well.

The second piece of the outer ear is the ear canal. The ear canal is about 1¼ inches long and has an “S”
shape, but everyone has  some variation even between their own two ears. The outer 1/3 of the canal is like
the rest of the body, in that it has skin over cartilage over bone. In addition this region is lined with ceruminous
(wax) glands, sebaceous glands (sweat glands) and small hairs. Everyone produces ear wax and the wax and
hairs have a couple of purposes.

First, the wax and hairs in the canal are designed to keep out things that shouldn’t be there, such as bugs.
Most bugs don’t like the composition of the ear wax and thus do not enter the canal. Second, the wax and
hairs are designed to move any debris that does get into the canal out of the canal. Many have probably heard
that people should not use cotton swabs. The reason for this warning is that instead of getting wax out of the
canal, most people unknowingly shove the wax deeper in. If wax builds up deep in the canal, deeper than the
outer 1/3, there is no mechanism to move that wax out of the canal and the wax can cause temporary hearing
loss.
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The inner 2/3 of the canal has a different composition: skin rests directly on bone. If someone touches an
instrument to this portion of the canal, you will know it and it can hurt. By and large there is little reason to
place instrumentation into this region of the canal. There are no glands and no hairs in the inner 2/3 of the
canal, so if wax is pushed to this area, it likely will have to be physically removed by an audiologist or physician.

The area where the ‘cartilaginous’ and ‘bony’ canal regions meet is called the osseocartilaginous junction. It
happens that this ‘junction’ sits just under the mandible or the jaw bone. When the mandible overrides its
normal position, it can apply pressure to this junction and contribute to temporomandibular joint disorder or TMJ
disorder. Pain caused by this pressure can be perceived as pain in the ear or otalgia.

The auricle and ear canal have another job that is important for speech understanding. This job is that they act
like a filter to emphasize information in the speech frequency region, making it easier to understand speech.

The final portion of the outer ear is the eardrum. This membrane is thin but tough, being composed of three
separate layers of material. Closest to the outside of the head is skin that is continuous with the skin of the ear
canal; the skin on the eardrum is much thinner, however, and we can see through the drum. The middle layer
is fibrous tissue that comes in two varieties: radial and concentric. The radial fibers are like bicycle spokes,
from center to edge, while the concentric fibers are circles. These two types of fibers are interwoven, providing
the toughness of the drum and making it resistant to punctures and damage, although it can be injured. The
inside layer is mucous and is a continuation of the lining of the middle ear space.

This is an eardrum with the cone of light
showing. This is a sign that the eardrum
and system are normal.

Eardrum Facts:

It’s only 0.07 mm thick

Movement of 1 billionth of a centimeter is sufficient to be heard by someone with normal hearing (this is the
width of a hydrogen atom!).

The Middle Ear

The middle ear is a space that is normally filled with air that is a bit larger than an aspirin tablet. In the ear
diagram below you can see the middle ear space, the ossicles, or the three ear bones, which are named the:
 malleus (hammer), incus (anvil) and stapes, (stirrup). See a diagram of the middle ear derived
from www.neuroreille.com/promenade/english/ear/fear.htm.

http://www.neuroreille.com/promenade/english/ear/fear.htm
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1. Malleus

2. Malleus ligament

3.  Incus

4. Incus ligament

5. Stapes muscle (stapedius)

6. Stapes footplate

7. Eardrum

8. Eustachian tube

9. Malleus muscle (tensor tympani)

10. Nerve (chorda tympani) sectioned

The ossicles are the smallest bones in the human body and all three bones can fit on a dime with space left
over.

The Eustachian tube travels from the middle ear space to nasopharynx (throat) and is lined with mucosa. The
Eustachian tube has three functions: equalize pressure with that outside of head; provide oxygen to the middle
ear space so the tissue can function; and clear fluids out of the middle ear space. When the Eustachian tube
isn’t working correctly, a person can feel stuffed up or might develop an earache. Allergies, upper respiratory
infections as well as other causes can block the Eustachian tube and cause ear symptoms.

The middle ear has a critical role in hearing by moving the sound energy from the outer ear (acoustic energy)
to the inner ear (fluid or hydraulic energy). This transformation is hard because 99 percent of the acoustic
energy will bounce off the surface of a fluid and not enter the fluid. Anytime energy moves from one type of
medium, such as air, to a different medium, such as liquid, part of the energy is lost due to an impedance
mismatch. Impedance can be defined as resistance to the flow of energy through a medium. Every medium has
a different energy flow — impedance in air is low but in fluids is high.

Think about the swimming pool game of Marco Polo. The person who is “It,” with eyes closed, says “Marco.”
The other players with their head above water have to respond “Polo.” This helps the “It” person to localize
where the other players are and tag them. People with their head and ears cannot respond because they didn’t
hear “Marco.” That same phenomenon is going on in the ear all the time and the ossicles are what help
transition the sound from air to fluid. If people did not have the middle ear and the ossicles, we would lose
about 35 decibels of sound. Thirty-five decibels is about the level of a soft whisper at six feet. With the ossicles
 humans are able to recapture or maintain about 30-33 of those decibels, which means that we can hear much
softer sounds than we otherwise would.

The Inner Ear

The inner ear lies in a hollowed out portion of the temporal bone, the hardest bone in the human body. The
‘labyrinth’ is a system of interconnected canals that make up the inner ear. The outer labyrinth is called the
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osseous or bony labyrinth (orange in the diagram) and is filled with a fluid called perilymph. The membranous
labyrinth (blue in the diagram) is housed completely inside the bony labyrinth and is filled with a fluid called
endolymph.

See 3D pictures of the models of the ear at this Harvard website. In the top right cartoon the inner ear
structures are in light and dark pink; the ossicles are dark blue.

The inner ear is made up of two pieces, the vestibular  organ and the organ of hearing, the cochlea. The
vestibular organ is made up of three tubes that sit at right angles to one another. This orientation is important
because it allows people to feel any rotation their bodies or heads make in any direction. The utricle and
saccule help them know when they are moving in straight lines, front/back, side/side and up/down. In reality all
five of these motion sense organs are working at the same time, just in different amounts, depending on how
people are moving in space.

The vestibular system works with the eyes, and  there are eye reflexes that occur when people turn their
heads. The vestibular system and eyes also with the proprioception system. Proprioception refers to the
information we get from tendons, ligaments, muscles, etc.  that tell people  how they are positioned in space.
All three of these, vestibular, eyes and proprioception, make up the balance system.  Audiologists perform tests
on the balance system to help diagnose balance problems. As you might suspect, balance problems can be
quite debilitating, limiting mobility for the affected individual.

Source: www.oto2.wustl.edu/cochlea/intro1.htm

The balance system, then, is made up from the vestibular system in the inner ear, the eyes (and all the wiring
in between these), as well as the proprioception system.

The hearing organ (cochlea) contains three scala (staircase or spiral). These can be thought of as canals or
ducts:

Scala vestibuli (contains perilymph)

Scala tympani (contains perilymph)

Scala media (contains endolymph and the main portion of the sensory end organ for hearing, the Organ of
Corti)

http://research.meei.harvard.edu/otopathology/3dmodels/
http://oto2.wustl.edu/cochlea/intro1.htm
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Source: www.neuroreille.com/promenade/english/cochlea/cochlea.htm

Source: www.neuroreille.com/promenade/english/pathology/fhcpath.htm

There are about 20,000 ‘outer hair cells’ and 3500 ‘inner hair cells’ in each cochlea. The outer hair cells are
critically important for hearing because they actually move and help amplify very soft sounds so humans can
hear them. This amplifying action also creates something called ‘otoacoustic emissions’ (OAEs), discussed in a
separate module. The auditory system is the only sense system in which sensory cells, that is, cells designed
to pick up information from the environment, can move in response to an incoming stimulus.

The inner hair cells are important for hearing because they ‘transduce’ sound, that is, they convert the sound
into neural impulses that are sent to the brain.
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2 – Conductive Hearing Loss Causes

Types of Hearing Loss

Conductive

A conductive hearing loss occurs when there is an obstruction or malformation in the outer ear (pinna, ear
canal or tympanic membrane) or the middle ear. If hearing loss is present it is generally temporary, going away
when the underlying condition is resolved. However, as with all conditions, one can see a variety of symptoms
for each of these conditions. First and foremost medical treatment is needed, since in most instances that will
cure the problem. Audiology might be a portion of the medical work-up, however, until a physician declares the
underlying medical condition cannot be further treated, hearing aids will probably not be suggested by the
audiologist.

Outer Ear

Although problems can happen on the pinna just as with any other part of the body that has skin, cartilage and
blood vessels, most pinna conditions do not cause hearing loss. It is possible, however, that pinna disease
may signal a systemic illness, which may lead to hearing loss.

The causes of pinna problems may be any of the following: congenital (genetic, structural), infection, trauma,
inflammatory, autoimmune, cancer. Pinna problems are most often medical issues to be treated by a physician.

Some pinna problems that may signal audiologic issues are:

Malformed concha where the concha folds toward the tragus which can block sound entering the ear canal

Preauricular Tags and Preauricular Pits/Sinus Tracts

Anotia, the complete absence of the pinna, is rare. Absence of the pinna may signal ear canal, eardrum
and/or middle ear problems.

Microtia, a small and/or malformed pinna, is more common than anotia.

Outer ear malformations can be accompanied by ear drum and/or middle ear problems. Many outer ear
malformations require surgical intervention and more severe, staged (bit by bit) reconstruction as needed.
These individuals may benefit from such surgery but some type of hearing instrument may also be warranted,
for example a bone anchored implant.

Earwax and Foreign Bodies
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Earwax and foreign bodies cause temporary, conductive hearing loss only when they fully fill up or occlude the
ear canal. Physicians can remove wax and foreign bodies; audiologists may remove wax but will refer to a
physician for removal of any foreign body in the canal.

Trauma: Fracture of the Outer Ear

Trauma to the head can result in what is called a longitudinal temporal bone fracture, which is a temporal bone
fracture that would be through the middle ear, eardrum and possibly in the bony portion of the ear canal. This
type of injury usually can have some to a lot of hearing loss, which is primarily conductive. If there is cochlear-
based hearing loss with a longitudinal fracture it is typically in the high pitches but may extend to lower pitches.
Some type of amplification device is often indicated for a fracture of the outer ear.

Tympanic Membrane

A healthy eardrum and middle ear.

Eardrum Perforations

The eardrum is actually fairly tough and hard to puncture, but of course it can happen. Bobbie pins, Q-Tips and
sticks, for example, can go from outside in. However, fluid build-up inside the middle ear can make the drum
burst inside to outside. In many cases the drum will heal on its own. There are some conditions and injuries
that make that less likely, for example, if the eardrum gets burned, it may not heal. Otolaryngologists can
perform repair surgery on the drum, which the burned individual would want to have done to prevent infectious
agents from entering the middle ear space.

With damage to the eardrum, you can usually see whitish, calcium-looking areas on the drums. The white
areas are scar tissue and suggest the ears may have had ongoing problems with the drum bursting and
healing several times before. Although that scar tissue, tympanosclerosis, may look ominous, most of the time
does not cause hearing loss.

The presence of and amount of any hearing loss is based on where the hole is located and how large it is.
Smaller holes and holes in the bottom portion of the eardrum often produce no hearing loss while larger holes
and those in the top part tend to cause some hearing loss. When the perforation heals, the hearing loss
generally goes away.

Middle Ear

Problems in the middle ear that can lead to hearing loss are:

Mucosal lining can become infected, can be attacked by viruses, or rarely, develop tumors

Ossicles, or ear bones, can be eroded by a disease

Ear bone function can be hampered by fluid or a tumor
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Ear bone joints can be eroded or improperly grow back together, or adhere

The following are some medical conditions that can cause conductive hearing loss because the condition
interferes with the proper functioning of the middle ear system.

Otitis media with effusion (OME) refers to fluid in the middle ear space without symptoms of an acute ear
infection. Children contract OME more often than adults, but some adults have chronic middle ear problems
and have a lifelong management issue.

The middle ear has a mucosal lining that normally secretes fluid. These ear secretions drain through the
Eustachian tube and are swallowed to prevent them from building up in the ear.

OME occurs when the Eustachian tube, which connects the inside of the ear to the back of the throat,
becomes blocked.

The following can cause swelling of the lining of the Eustachian tube, leading to increased secretions of the
middle ear:

Allergies

Irritants

Respiratory infections

Cigarette smoke (primary or 2nd hand)

The following can cause the Eustachian tube to close or become blocked:

Sudden increases in air pressure, such as descending in an airplane or on a mountain road

Enlarged adenoids

Barotrauma

Cleft palate

OME is most common in winter or early spring, but can occur at any time of year. It can affect people of
any age, although it occurs most often in children under age 2.

Typical audiologic symptoms/findings in middle ear pathology can include the following, in any combination:

Aural fullness

Low-pitched constant tinnitus, or a crackling or popping sound

Autophony, which is when a patient complains they can hear their own voice too loudly or louder than normal

Pure tone audiometry will show a conductive hearing loss

Depending on the particular disorder, the tympanogram will likely be a Type B, indicating limited motion of
the middle ear, or possibly a Type B during the main course of the disease, with a Type C tympanogram at
the onset of problems and typically just before complete resolution (seen in otitis media)

Acoustic reflexes are generally absent

See graphics of the typical results of a conductive hearing loss caused by an outer or middle ear disorder.

There can be quite serious complications from untreated otitis media, although in today’s medical environments
in the U.S., these do not occur often. Complications include:

Chronic, recurrent ear infections

Enlarged adenoids or tonsils

Eardrum perforation

Tympanosclerosis – scarring on the eardrum

Cholesteatoma – a growth in the middle ear space

Labyrinthitis – infection of the inner ear

Mastoiditis – infection of the air spaces in the temporal bone

Brain abscess/meningitis – an infection of the brain

Permanent sensorineural hearing loss

http://www.dizziness-and-balance.com/disorders/hearing/conductive.htm
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Most adults don’t suffer from otitis media, however there are some individuals who do battle otitis media
throughout life. For these people medical treatment often can control but not cure the otitis media. These folks
may also need a hearing instrument, which may be either an acoustic hearing aid or a bone anchored implant.

Cholesteatoma 

Cholesteatoma is a growth that expands within the middle ear space and/or mastoid process that is made up
of squamous epithelium mixed with keratin. Keratin is a protein that makes up a large portion of the skin. What
happens is that a portion of the eardrum ‘falls into’ the middle ear space and starts to grow. More skin is grown
on the eardrum and but encounters the ‘hole’ in the drum and drops in and adds to the growth in the middle
ear. Meanwhile, the mucosal lining of the middle ear forms the ‘outside’ of the growth. Enzymes in this mucosal
lining can erode the bones of the middle ear and other places that the growth comes into contact with. For
example, the skull and brain are immediately above the middle ear space; if the growth erodes the ceiling of
the middle ear, the cholesteatoma could invade the brain with serious consequences possible. Surgery is
mandatory for cholesteatomas, but an amplification device may also be needed.

Discontinuity of the Ossicular Chain

This disorder refers to the situation in which the ossicles are no longer joined together. Most often the incus
and stapes become unattached, although sometimes it is the incus and malleus. The causes of this disorder
include congenital defects, trauma (e.g., temporal bone fracture, traumatic tympanic membrane perforation,
barotrauma), or recurrent or ongoing middle ear disease (e.g., otitis media, cholesteatoma).

When there is complete disarticulation of the ossicles, the person will have the maximum conductive loss
possible, about 60 dB HL, which is in the ‘moderate’ hearing loss range (daily conversation is about 55 dB HL
the ossicles may rejoin by fibrous tissue or become fixed by new bony growth. If this happens sound
transmission can suffer and we may see a conductive hearing loss. If the rejoining includes the malleus, it’s
called malleus fixation. The primary treatment for disarticulated ossicles or malleus fixation is surgery. If
hearing is not restored into the ‘normal range’ by the surgery, a hearing instrument and/or assistive device may
be considered.

Otosclerosis

Otosclerosis is a condition in which the footplate of the stapes loses the ability to move, due to new bone
growth. The individual will experience a progressive, conductive hearing loss. During some periods the bony
growth seen in otosclerosis is gradual, however, heavy endocrine changes, for example during pregnancy, can
increase the grow rate.

Although the etiology of otosclerosis is not fully understood, it is known that the etiology is at least partially
genetic because about 40-50% of patients report a family history, and as of 2011, seven locations on various
genes have been identified with the condition.

We know that otosclerosis occurs more commonly in European Americans than among Asians, African
Americans and Native Americans. Otosclerosis also occurs more often in women than men and that women
notice hearing loss about a decade earlier than men. People with otosclerosis may begin to have difficulty
hearing from their 20s to their 40s. The condition is most often in both ears, though sometimes is found on only
one side. It has been shown that having fluoride in the water supply decreases the incidence of otosclerosis.
Surgery is one of the main medical treatments available for otosclerosis. Hearing aids and bone anchored
implant hearing aids are also treatment choices.

Conductive Hearing Loss Treatments

People with conductive hearing loss often have a medically treatable condition and can benefit from seeing a
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physician before being treated by an audiologist. In fact, audiologists generally will not provide treatment to a
person with a conductive hearing loss without ‘medical clearance’ from a physician.

Some individuals with conductive hearing loss do not benefit from or are not candidates for medical treatment.
Because the main complaint of individuals with conductive hearing loss is that sounds are simply not loud
enough, hearing aids and other types of assistive devices usually are quite successful in treatment this type of
hearing loss.
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3 – Sensory (Cochlear) Hearing Loss Causes

Sensory Hearing Loss
Sensory loss occurs when there is damage to the cochlea, the end organ of hearing that lies deep within the
temporal bone. Researchers are learning a lot about cochlear function but there are few medical treatments
available at present. Because the cochlea cannot really be medically treated, amplification and/or audiologic
rehabilitation are the main and most effective treatments at present. Many conditions that occur within the
cochlea result in the loss of outer or inner hair cells. Photograph A) below shows healthy stereocilia, projection
from the tops of the outer and inner hair cells through the membrane covering them.

See healthy stereocilia, from the tops of the outer and inner hair cells through the membrane covering them in
photo A. Photos B, C and D show various losses of inner and outer hair cells resulting from some insult to the
cochlea.

A) A picture of healthy stereocilia.

B) The outer hair cells have mostly been
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destroyed. Loss of outer hair cells is thought
to be the most common form of cochlear
damage and to underlie most cases of
sensory hearing loss that range from mild to
about moderately severe. Researchers
hypothesize that severe to profound sensory
hearing loss includes loss of outer and inner
hair cells.

C) The outer hair cells have mostly been destroyed.
Loss of outer hair cells is thought to be the most
common form of cochlear damage and to underlie
most cases of sensory hearing loss that range from
mild to about moderately severe. Researchers
hypothesize that severe to profound sensory
hearing loss includes loss of outer and inner hair
cells.

D) This picture demonstrates loss of only inner
hair cells, which is somewhat uncommon.

Source: www.neuroreille.com/promenade/english/pathology/fhcpath.htm

Acoustic Trauma

Acoustic trauma refers to damage that occurs to the ear or auditory system from sound waves that are very
loud. In many cases the individual recalls a single incident that, in all likelihood, caused their hearing loss. For
example, someone suffering from acoustic trauma might say, “A firecracker went off by my left ear when I was
nine.”

The amount of hearing loss will be governed by how loud the sound was. In most cases of acoustic trauma the
outer and middle ears are not damaged and rarely one might see tympanic membrane ruptures and/or
ossicular disarticulations. If there is outer ear or middle ear damage it is first and foremost a medical problem
which the physician will treat before an audiologist offers any treatment.

Most damage from acoustic trauma occurs in the cochlea; the high pitch areas of the cochlea are more
susceptible to damage than the low pitch areas. However, the hearing evaluation can reveal anything from a
mild loss to a profound hearing loss.

Autoimmune Inner Ear Disease

http://www.neuroreille.com/promenade/english/pathology/fhcpath.htm
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The inner ear (IE) is one of the most complex systems in the human body. The fluids in the IE are protected by
tissues that allow only some of the body’s fluids and molecules to enter. Antibodies, also known as
immunoglobulin, are proteins that the immune system uses to identify and get rid of foreign objects like bacteria
and viruses.

If immune components such as immunoglobulin get into the inner ear, that exposure can produce localized
immune response and possible hearing loss. This hearing loss is caused by autoimmune inner ear disease,
usually occurs in both ears, called bilateral loss, and is progressive but at different rates in each ear. Whenever
the amount of hearing loss is different in each ear it is called asymmetric hearing loss.

Physicians may find it difficult to diagnose autoimmune inner ear disease and often have an extensive protocol
of tests to determine the underlying pathology. Included in these tests may be a CT scan and/or an MRI in
order to rule out other causes for the sensorineural hearing loss.

Individuals with AIED may also have vestibular problems or balance difficulties. If these problems are present
they tend to be episodic and between these episodes the person may exhibit ataxia, walking with a very wide
gait to keep from falling down. Treatment for autoimmune inner ear disease is often a steroid such as
prednisone. Hearing levels may recover to some extent, but few people regain absolutely normal hearing. In
many cases the physician is interested in stopping the progression of hearing loss.

The important idea for VR Counselors is that this hearing loss occurs very quickly with no ‘warning’. If medical
treatment is somewhat successful or not successful, these individuals will be functionally impaired almost
immediately and obtaining audiologic treatment and VR services as quickly as possible will be important to and
for them.

Meniere’s Disease/Meniere’s Syndrome

Ménière’s disease or Ménière’s syndrome is characterized by a low frequency sensorineural hearing loss that
changes over time. The low frequency sensorineural loss in Ménière’s is rare, as most other damage to the
cochlea causes high pitched sensorineural hearing loss.

Ménière’s is said to be caused by endolymphatic hydrops, a condition with too much fluid in the inner ear. The
excess fluid can cause hearing loss and balance disorders. Another symptom commonly reported is roaring
tinnitus, something like the roar in the seashell.

Ménière’s symptoms are episodic. This means that symptoms occur, the person experiences hearing loss,
dizziness and tinnitus and then those symptoms recede. The individual may have no problems for weeks,
months or even years, until another episode occurs. The time between episodes is generally completely
symptom-free.

Treatments for Ménière’s

Individuals who suffer from Ménière’s just don’t feel good. The symptom that negatively affects most people is
the dizziness. Physicians typically treat symptoms so patients feel better. Physicians may suggest reducing
caffeine and salt, which many people say helps to some extent. But these changes will not cure the Ménière’s;
the mechanisms underlying this disease are still not understood. There are also several surgical procedures
that might be used in cases of intractable vertigo. Audiologic treatment for Ménière’s includes personal
amplification and/or assistive devices.

Noise

Exposure to noise that is loud enough can damage the cochlea. Noise comes in two varieties: “continuous
noise” that remains relatively constant for at least one-fifth of a second, and “transient noise”, any sound that is
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shorter than one-fifth of a second. Often, transient sounds or more on the order of milliseconds or tens of
milliseconds (that is, thousandths of a second). These transient sounds are the sounds that cause acoustic
trauma (discussed above). Continuous noise results in what audiologists term “noise induced hearing loss” or
NIHL. Researchers have discovered that workers exposed to noise and some chemical substances (such as
toluene and xylene) simultaneously can suffer greater amounts of hearing loss and cochlear damage than if
they are exposed noise alone.

For a person with NIHL the history they present may be somewhat vague. However, the audiologist will ask
about noise exposure activities and medical history to uncover possible causes for the hearing loss. Tinnitus, or
ringing in the ears, may be the presenting complaint as well as difficulty understanding speech in a noisy
background, which is perhaps the most common complaint of everyone who has cochlear hearing loss.

The audiometric configuration of NIHL has a characteristic dip at 4,000 Hz. Over time the loss will progress to
lower frequencies. At first, frequencies above 4,000 Hz have the better thresholds but as a person ages, these
thresholds may become poorer as well.

Ototoxicity

There are several medications that have ototoxic properties. The two largest categories of ototoxic medications
are the aminoglycoside family and some members of the platinum chemotherapy drug family. If an individual is
in need of any of these drugs hearing loss is often a secondary consideration because their life may be at risk.
However the medical field takes care to use ototoxic drugs as infrequently as possible.

Following is a list of aminoglycosides that are known to be ototoxic:

Streptomycin

Dihydrostreptomycin

Gentamycin

Neomycin

Kanamycin

These drugs have different levels of ototoxicity, and other factors such as dosage and duration of taking the
drug can have effects. In addition, some drugs will affect the cochlea more while other drugs may affect the
vestibular, or balance system more.

We now know that a genetic change in the mitochondrial DNA, ‘A1555G’, makes the individual very susceptible
to hearing loss given even modest amounts of aminoglycosides. The hearing is usually completely destroyed
rapidly. Audiologic treatment should begin as quickly as possible, and services from vocational rehabilitation
will be critical for these individuals to continue to function well day to day.

Presbycusis

Typically labeled ‘hearing loss due to aging’, presbycusis has recently been shown to have a definite genetic
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component. A person’s genetic makeup interacts with the environments in which they grow up and live (for
example, noisy or quiet job, exposed to ototoxic medications or not), that determine when, how fast and how
much cochlear hearing loss they will suffer.

In the past we thought the environment one lived in was the biggest contributor to presbycusis, but we know
now that genetics plays a much larger role than we thought. As of 2011, at least two gene mutations have
been identified in individuals with presbycusis, with another four genes thought to contribute. In addition, diet,
stress and other systemic conditions such as diabetes, may also add to hearing loss in the ‘presbycusis’
category.

The hearing loss configuration most often seen in presbycusis is labeled ‘sloping’; the X’s and O’s will be
normal or near-normal in the low pitches and will move down the audiogram (worse hearing) in the mid- and
high frequencies.

Neural Hearing Loss

Auditory Neuropathy

A fairly new type of hearing loss that has recently been shown to have a genetic basis is auditory neuropathy
spectrum disorder (ANSD). ANSD is characterized by normal functioning of the outer hair cells, and therefore
some hearing tests ( otoacoustic emissions), are normal. With ANSD, the signal becomes ‘corrupted’ when it
reaches the inner hair cells and must cross the synapse to the acoustic (eighth) cranial nerve.

People who suffer from auditory neuropathy report that speech understanding, even in quiet environments, is
very hard. It has also been shown that this disorder can result in auditory thresholds that fluctuate over time
and for some people thresholds depend on the temperature.

Treatments for auditory neuropathy vary by individual. Some people respond well to hearing aids, while for
others amplifying the signal is painful and not helpful. Others receive cochlear implants and do quite well. In
other cases, the person may benefit from the use of an oral interpreter who silently mouths the words so the
person with ANSD can use speech-reading to understand.

Tumors and Demyelinating Diseases

Other problems that can exist with the eighth nerve or the central nervous system are tumors, the most
common one probably being an acoustic neuroma. Less common but equally devastating would be tumors from
a genetic condition called neurofibromatosis type II. Surgery for these lesions may be to cut the eighth nerve
on the affected side. In that case, amplification on that ear would not be helpful; however, that individual may
find the need for a hearing aid set up to pick up environmental sounds on the affected side and send them to
the other ear. This set up is called contralateral routing of signal or CROS.

There are other medical conditions which might impair function of the eighth nerve, most commonly Multiple
Sclerosis (MS). Hearing loss per se is not common in individuals with MS but balance problems and
vertigo/dizziness are.

See more information on Multiple Sclerosis.

Other demyelinating diseases that may have hearing loss involvement include Charcot-Marie-Tooth syndrome,
Devic Disease, Guillain-Barre Syndrome, a group titled Leukodystrophies and Progressive Multifocal
Leukoencephalopathy. Hearing loss may be but often is not present in these syndromes.

Auditory Processing Disorder

http://www.nationalmssociety.org/about-multiple-sclerosis/what-we-know-about-ms/symptoms/index.aspx
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Auditory Processing Disorder (APD) is difficult to define. However, common symptoms of APD include trouble
understanding speech in background noise, sound localization and discriminating timing differences and
auditory patterns in speech.

Tests developed to diagnose APD can generally be used only with people who have normal hearing, which
makes APD quite different from all the other hearing loss causes in this module. Testing an individual for APD
should include a typical hearing evaluation as well as a special set of tests designed to measure various
auditory capabilities.

Treatments for APD are varied and dictated by the specific problems that individuals demonstrate. Some
common treatments include auditory training, the individual is taught to listen closely for differences in the
speech signal for example; compensatory strategies, strengthening memory, attention, and/or language to help
reduce the impact of APD. A third treatment type lies in making changes to the person’s environment to
facilitate their listening capabilities, such as with an amplified telephone or an assistive device called a
frequency modulated or FM system.

Other sources:

Audiology Awareness Campaign: What is an auditory processing disorder?

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association: (Central) APD Disorders—The Role of the Audiologist 
(See sections on definition and nature of APD and intervention)

American Academy of Audiology Clinical Practice Guidelines: Diagnosis, Treatment and Management of
Children and Adults with Central Auditory Processing Disorder

 Andrea’s Buzzing About: Living With (Central) Auditory Processing Disorder
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4 – Genetics of Hearing Loss
Geneticists and other researchers have discovered that hearing loss can be caused by a multitude of
underlying genetic changes. Significant  hearing loss at birth occurs in about  3 per 1,000 newborns, and
among babies in neonatal intensive care the rate is about 1 to 2 per 200 — a much higher incidence. About
60% of all congenital hearing loss is genetic. Within that group, about 75% are due to autosomal recessive
changes, 20% to autosomal dominant  differences, 4% are X-linked, while the remaining 1% or so are “other.”
Another way to look at congenital and genetic hearing loss is that about 30% is due to syndromic causes and
the other 70% is non-syndromic. A syndrome is characterized as having multiple symptoms co-occur while
non-syndromic means that only the auditory system is affected. Within the non-syndromic class 70% are
recessively inherited and 30% are dominantly transmitted.

Congenital hearing loss can also be caused by non-genetic events/factors such  as reduced oxygen flow,
meningitis, ototoxic drugs, cerebral hemorrhage and blood type incompatibility, among others. Many of these
non-genetic conditions can cause hearing loss in older children and adults as well.

Even before the explosion of knowledge about genetics with the Human Genome Project, it was known that
hearing loss could be, though wasn’t always, a symptom in over 400 syndromes. A few of the syndromes in
which hearing loss appears most frequently through dominant genetic transmission are: Waardenburg
Syndrome, Branchio-Oto-Renal, Neurofibromatosis Type II (NFII), Stickler Syndrome and Treacher-Collins
Syndrome.

The most common recessively inherited syndromes in which hearing loss is more common are: Usher
Syndrome, Alport Syndrome, Jervell and Lange-Nielson Syndrome and Pendred Syndrome. A few syndromes
that less often have hearing loss are: CHARGE Syndrome (CHARGE is an acronym and each letter stands for
a different piece of the syndrome; the ‘E’ is for the ears), Stapes Fixation (which is X-linked) and several
conditions resulting from genetic changes in the mitochondria, the energy producers of cells, which actually
have a 37-gene DNA structure separate from each cell itself.

See more information on the genetics of hearing loss and syndromes.

In addition to particular mutations or differences in DNA that result in a syndrome, there are a variety of
changes in DNA that result in hearing loss being the sole consequence. The one change in DNA that accounts
for approximately 50% of all congenital hearing loss is in genes that code for proteins within the cochlea called
Connexins.  Individuals with hearing loss from Connexin changes may have anything degree of hearing loss
from mild to profound.  In most cases the changed Connexin occurs as a recessive trait, that is, both parents
must pass the changed DNA on to a child in order for that change to be expressed as hearing loss. However,
there are now known cases in which Connexin-based hearing loss is known to be passed to the next
generation as a dominant trait, which means that only one parent need contribute the altered DNA in order for
the child to have a hearing loss. As of summer 2011, more than 100 different mutations to the Connexin genes,
which result in hearing loss, have been identified.
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The amount of research which has been performed on the genetics of hearing loss is astounding. Although
earlier studies exist, the earliest study listed in the government’s database Pubmed, is from 1946 entitled:
Studies on the inheritance of deafness in the pupils of the Clarke School for the Deaf. One example of a paper
from 2011 is: Hereditary hearing loss: From human mutation to mechanism. During this 65-year period, but
especially during the last 20 years, advances in technology and knowledge about DNA and genetics has
afforded geneticists and genetic counselors the opportunity to offer a much greater amount of information to
families. That is not to say that every family is interested in pursuing the specific etiology of the hearing loss.
However, because of this new amount of information families can make much better informed choices for what
is right in their particular situation.

See new findings on the genetics of hearing loss.

One interesting aspect of genetic hearing loss lies in the fact that there are certain conditions in which hearing
loss does not appear until the teenage years, young adulthood, or middle-age. This fact might be quite
important in your role as a vocational rehabilitation counselor in knowing that an individual can develop hearing
loss seemingly overnight as an adult. In such a situation, most of these individuals will be quite anxious to
obtain personal amplification such as hearing aids and perhaps other types of assistive devices, because they
are used to operating in “the hearing world.”

Source: [Schaefer BG. (2011). Genetics of Hearing Loss. Presentation to Genetics of Hearing Loss Class,
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, June, 2011.]
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5 – Effects on Communication and Online Simulators

Effects of Hearing Loss on Communication 

Describing all the harmful effects on communication of hearing loss is not really possible, because each person
and the individuals with whom they interact will have unique situations. With this in mind, there is much
research to indicate that many people with hearing loss face the following problems.

First and foremost is the loss of access to a clear auditory signal and a change in the way that person must
interact with his or her environment. If the hearing loss has an onset in adulthood, this feeling is typically more
acute because they have had normal hearing for a long time.

Next, people with hearing loss will experience frustration, as will their communication partners, due to the
increased effort needed to carry on conversations. Further, the individual and communication partners,
particularly family members, will need to learn new communication styles that often are not intuitive and can
cause disruptions in relationships.

See additional effects that hearing loss may have on individuals.

Important Aspects of Hearing Loss

Individuals who have conductive hearing loss often report great satisfaction with hearing aids. Hearing aids
essentially ‘turn up the volume’, and once this happens for someone with conductive hearing loss, they are
quite happy.

However, hearing loss of cochlear origin (called either sensorineural or sensory hearing loss) does not lend
itself quite so well to amelioration through personal amplification. Cochlear hearing loss can be thought of as
having two aspects. The first is the most common one that we think of with the term “hearing loss”, which is,
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people are less sensitive to sound.

By far the most common complaint of individuals with cochlear-based hearing loss is that they are unable to
understand in a noisy background. They generally are aware that speech is occurring, but they simply cannot
make out what is being said. A similar situation happens when one is trying to read without necessary glasses.
You know there are words on the page, but the print is simply too blurry to make them out.

The preceding paragraph represents the second aspect of cochlear hearing loss and has been labeled
“distortion.” The two main areas that are affected by cochlear hearing loss have to do with an inability to tell
frequencies apart and a loss of being able to distinguish timing information. Both of these skills are important in
understanding speech because speech constantly changes frequency over time. In addition, these skills
become even more important when we are listening in a noisy background. So, when these are negatively
impacted by cochlear hearing loss, understanding speech in a noisy background becomes very difficult.

Unfortunately, whereas optometrists and opticians can manufacture eyeglasses that can almost totally restore
clear vision, the same cannot be done with hearing aids. This situation happens because though most people
with cochlear hearing loss experience problems with frequency discrimination and/or timing information, people
will manifest different problems with each of these skills. Hearing aids are programmed to address various
aspects of the frequency and timing skills that we know are important for speech understanding, and  that
programming is usually quite helpful.

Online Hearing Loss Simulators
If you do not have any hearing problems, it is perhaps difficult to appreciate what someone with hearing loss
experiences on a daily basis. What does hearing loss ‘sound like’? The following links provide hearing loss
simulations of varying degrees of hearing loss both with and without a noisy background. Listening to a few
examples will provide an idea of what listeners with mild or moderate hearing loss live with on a daily basis.
Remember that these are mild or moderate hearing losses; many individuals will come to Vocational
Rehabilitation with severe or profound hearing loss, too. The ‘distortion’ aspect of hearing loss has proven hard
to incorporate in simulators and does not appear in any of these simulator examples, but the effect of any of
the simulators below is still startling.

Better Hearing Institute

Hearing Loss Sampler – Scott Bradley, Ph.D.

Office of Mine Safety and Health Research (OMSHR)

Starkey Laboratories hearing aid manufacturer
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6 – Basic Hearing Evaluation

Evaluation Components

Case history

Immittance

Otoacoustic emissions

Pure tone testing

Speech testing

Hearing healthcare team

Each one of these components may not be done with every client. 

Case History

The case history is typically taken first and is essential to ensure the best hearing evaluation and management
possible. Typical questions on a case history form include:

The first question asked of any patient is ‘Why are you here today?’ Understanding what problems the
patient him- or herself may be experiencing with hearing is important and will help the audiologist with the
rest of the evaluation.

Does the individual feel one ear is better than the other, or do they seem to be similar?

Does the person have trouble on the telephone, watching television, in restaurants, hearing signaling sounds
such as the doorbell, smoke detector or alarm clock.

Has the individual ever worn/tried hearing aids? This is important to know because that person’s  history of
and attitude toward hearing health care and amplification can have a large impact on the course of
treatment.

Does the person have any medical conditions, such as wax build up,  bleeding from the ears, earaches, or
had surgery on the ears?

Does the person experience noises in the ears or head? (tinnitus, pronounced either TIN-i-tus or  ti-NITE-
us). This question can help the audiologist establish the origin of the hearing loss, although  that cannot
always be determined. Tinnitus in and of itself can be problematic; however, and determining how
bothersome it is for a particular patient is necessary for appropriate management. More questions to help
explain the tinnitus include:

Has the person worked around noise? (for example, construction or manufacturing)

Does the person have noisy hobbies? (for example, shooting, woodworking, yard work, snowmobile, jet ski
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or music)

Does the person experience dizziness? Dizziness is important because many conditions that involve
dizziness may also involve hearing/hearing loss, and vice versa. If a patient reports dizziness the audiologist
will most often include a physician referral for that patient in the recommendations.

Does the person have a family history of hearing loss? Many causes of hearing loss have a genetic origin or
genetic component, and a genetics and/or physician referral may be appropriate for some patients and their
families.

There is usually an extensive list of medical conditions on case history forms. Quite a few medical conditions
can impact the auditory system, Medical  condition examples include:

Meningitis, scarlet fever or mumps as a child could lead to hearing loss.

Kidney disease, diabetes and heart/circulatory problems can affect hearing.

What medications is the person currently taking? Several medications have ototoxic side effects.

See a complete adult case history form

Immittance

Immittance is a made-up name for a set of audiologic tests in which eardrum/middle ear and nerve function are
examined. “Immittance” is taken from two ideas: 1) admittance, or how much energy moves through a system,
and 2) impedance,  how much energy is blocked from moving through a system. Audiologists are interested in
determining how easily sound travels through the middle ear to the cochlea, the end organ of hearing because
that helps them figure out if someone has a hearing loss, as well as how much and what type of hearing loss
they may have.

Tympanometry is the name of the test used in audiology to find out how well the middle ear is transmitting
sound. To work normally the middle ear must be air-filled. Fluid can build up in the middle ear when the
Eustachian tube is not working correctly. When this situation occurs, the person can experience an earache, or
otitis media, which is what many children experience, particularly in the winter months. Otitis media often leads
to reduced sound transmission through the middle ear, resulting in temporary hearing loss that resolves when
the fluid drains out.

This is a tympanograph, which performs the
tympanometry test.

Type A Tympanogram – This result indicates normal function of the eardrum and middle ear.

http://www.columbusspeech.org/documents/Adult%20Hearing%20History.pdf
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Type B Tympanogram – Audiologists see a Type B usually when there is fluid filling up the middle ear space
(red line). They can also see a Type B when there is a hole in the eardrum (blue line) that will be higher on the
graph than the fluid. Conductive hearing loss is often associated with Type B.

Type C Tympanogram – This result tells us the person’s Eustachian tube isn’t working well. They could be
just contracting or just recovering from otitis media. Type C might also be seen in a person with upper
respiratory challenges, such as someone with allergies. A Type C tympanogram may or may not have hearing
loss accompanying it, but even if not, the person may feel stopped up and sound can be muffled. As with most
Type B tympanograms the hearing loss is temporary and hearing returns to normal when the underlying
medical condition clears up.
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Acoustic Reflex

There are two muscles in the middle ear, the stapedius and tensor tympani, that contract when people hear a
loud sound. That contraction is called the acoustic reflex. Some people think this reflex is there to help protect
their ears from loud sounds; it may protect them a little, but in general the reflex happens too slowly to prevent
that loud sound from getting to the cochlea.

Audiologists measure the acoustic reflex to look at whether a person’s nerves in the reflex pathway are working
correctly. The illustration below shows the acoustic reflex arc. The process looks complicated, but basically
sound travels through the system in the usual way: ear canal through the middle ear to the cochlea and up the
nerves.

The difference here, compared to regular hearing, is that the sound triggers the nerve that makes the stapedius
muscle contract, so that information is traveling down to the ear from the brainstem rather than from the ear all
the way to the brain. No matter which ear hears the sound, the reflex happens in both ears. This fact allows
audiologists to check four different reflex pathways. Audiologists check the acoustic reflex to look at nerve
integrity.

See the gray region of the CPT Codes for those used by audiologists for tympanometry and acoustic reflex
decay.

Otoacoustic Emissions

Over the last three decades, particularly since the 1980s, scientists have made many discoveries about how
the cochlea works. Understanding the functioning of the cochlea proved more difficult than understanding the
eyes or smell, for example, because the cochlea is hard to get to, tucked inside the hardest bone in the body,
the temporal bone. However, one discovery that was theorized around 1948 and proven in 1978 is a
phenomenon called otoacoustic emissions, or ‘OAEs’.

OAEs refers to the sound that the outer hair cells in the cochlea actually sends out through the middle ear and
ear canal when they are working properly. Does it seem weird that the ear can emit a sound? This would be
comparable to me saying our eyes can emit light. The ear is the only known sensing system that has been
found to do anything of this sort.

These OAE sounds are very faint, and to be detected a special machine that has a very sensitive microphone
is placed into the ear canal. A sound, either a click or a pair of pure tones, is sent into the cochlea. If the outer

http://vr4hearingloss.net/files/2012/02/CPT-Codes.pdf
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hair cells are healthy, sound is echoed back and captured by the microphone. If the outer hair cells are not
functional, sound does not echo back.

Outer hair cells can echo back sounds because scientists have discovered that the outer hair cells, but not the
inner hair cells, have muscle fibers inside them that cause the cells to move up and down.

See dancing hair cells

Functioning outer hair cells are important for hearing to occur, but they are not the same thing as ‘hearing’.
‘Hearing’ is a behavior, and that means a person must take in sound, the sound must travel  to the brain, the
person must make sense of  the sound and then respond. This entire process is ‘hearing,’ but if the cochlea
isn’t working well, the information that gets to the brain cannot be comprehended.

There are currently two types of OAEs that are measured in audiology clinics: distortion product otoacoustic
emissions (DPOAEs) and transient evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAEs). However, scientists and
audiologists aren’t sure right now whether these represent different ways for the cochlea to work, so they are
considered to be interchangeable.

Picture A below is the result one gets with DPOAEs, while Picture B is the result with TEOAEs. The main
difference between the two is that to get  DPOAEs two pure tones are played into the ear canal simultaneously
to cause the echo and to measure TEOAEs the sound sent into the ear canal is a click. These results indicate
normal or ‘robust’ emissions from this ear.

A) The Xs represent the emissions at the various pitches
for the left ear. Normal levels of emissions are anything
between the two wavy lines. The squares represent the
measure of noise present in the room when the
emissions were measured.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xo9bwQuYrRo
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B) The blue areas represent the emissions from various
pitches in this ear while the red areas represent the
noise in the room at the time of measure. There are
various numbers that also are printed out for the
audiologist with this test; however, seeing more blue than
red is interpreted as normal emissions

See the gray area in the CPT Codes for the codes audiologists use to bill for OAE testing.

Pure Tone Audiometry 

When most people think about a hearing test, they typically think of pure tone testing, raising your hand when
you hear some beeps. This testing occurs in a sound-treated booth that has carpeting and low lighting. The
audiologist is seated outside the room behind an audiometer (as seen below in the photo). The audiologist
plays out a series of tones and the client is told to raise their hand, say ‘yes’ or push a button whenever they
hear a tone, even if the tone is very faint and they are not sure they even heard it. The softest sound that a
person responds to at least 50 percent of the time is called the pure tone threshold.

Audiologists using an audiometer.

Audiometer

Hearing thresholds are measured at several pitches, or frequencies, given in cycles per second or Hertz: 250,
500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000 and 8000. Sometimes additional frequencies are measured: 750, 1500,
10,000, 12,000. When considering that the frequency range of human hearing, in the absence of hearing loss,
is from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz and every frequency in between, a pure tone hearing test does not give
audiologists very much information. However, audiologists can develop an overall picture of the person’s
hearing sensitivity in the various frequency ranges of low (250-500), middle (1000-3000) and high (4000-8000)
pitch ranges. These divisions of frequency have served us well and will continue to do so because the low
pitches are where much of the energy of the vowel sounds is and also energy in noises (such as air

http://vr4hearingloss.net/files/2012/02/CPT-Codes.pdf
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conditioners, groups of people talking). The energy of consonants is in the middle-to-high pitches, by and
large.

In the 1940s a couple of engineers at Bell Laboratories performed an experiment to figure out what pitches
were important for understanding speech. They were interested in this question because they wanted to
determine how much bandwidth they needed to put into telephone lines. Using their results we can split the
pitch range into 2 pieces at 1500 Hz; 35% of speech information is in the lower half, between 20-1500 Hz, and
65% of speech information is above 1500 Hz. This is important because most individuals with hearing loss first
lose high frequency information, which can impact the understanding of speech even though it may not affect
the loudness of speech. People with low frequency loss complain that speech is too soft, but they often can
understand the speech better than individuals with a high frequency loss.

Thresholds are measured on a loudness or volume scale: deciBel or dB scale. There are actually several
different types of dB scales and the scale used in audiology clinics is the dB Hearing Level (dB HL) scale or
sometimes the dB Hearing Threshold Level (dB HTL) scale.

Pure tone testing occurs with two types of earphones. The first (photo A) is regular earphones that fit either
over the ears or into the ear canals (photo B). This testing is called air conduction pure tone testing because
the sound is conducted through the air into the ear canal and the middle ear to the inner ear, as in everyday
life. The second type of pure tone testing is done with a bone conductor (photo C). This earphone sits on the
skull on the bony piece behind the ear (mastoid process) or it might be placed on the forehead. The tones sent
to the ear through the bone conductor do not travel through the ear in the normal way. Instead, the bone
conductor makes the skull vibrate and those vibrations are carried directly to the inner ear, by passing the
outer and middle ears.

A

B
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C

The second type of pure tone testing is done with a bone conduction ear phone (photo C). This earphone sits
on the skull on the bony piece behind the ear (mastoid process) or it might be placed on the forehead. The
tones sent to the ear through the bone conductor do not travel through the ear in the normal way. Instead, the
bone conductor makes the skull vibrate and those vibrations are carried directly to the inner ear, bypassing the
outer and middle ears.

It is important to test hearing along these two pathways because that allows the audiologist to diagnose
whether a hearing loss is conductive (the problem is in the outer or middle ear or both) or sensorineural (the
problem is in the cochlea or more rarely in the nerve). A medical referral for individuals who have conductive
hearing losses is most often made, unless that person is already under a physician’s care for the problem or
they have been told by their physician that no further medical treatment is available.

Below are several audiograms to demonstrate conductive versus sensorineural hearing losses on paper. On an
audiogram for air conduction thresholds, Xs are used to denote air thresholds for the left ear and circles for the
right ear. Sometimes if one ear is much worse than the other the audiologist has to send a noise (static) to the
better ear to keep it busy while they are testing the worse ear. In those cases the symbols used change and
squares are used for the left ear, triangles for the right.

Bone conduction thresholds are indicated with the following symbols:

left ear: > or ]

 right ear: < or [

^ indicates the audiologist had the bone oscillator on the forehead or simply that neither ear is indicated.

In an audiogram, soft sounds are indicated at the top (-10, 0 dB HL, etc.) and very loud sounds at the bottom
(110 or 120 dB HL). The lower on the audiogram a symbol is located, the louder the listener needs it to be in
order to detect it. The pitches (or frequencies) tested are indicated across the top of the audiogram.
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Probable communication impact for each level of hearing loss

‘Normal’:  can understand speech in a noisy environment; no amplification needed

Mild: difficulty understanding speech in a noisy environment; active adults benefit from amplification

Moderate: sometimes has difficulty understanding speech at a typical conversational level; hearing aids are
often quite beneficial

Moderately Severe: difficulty understanding speech at a typical conversational level most of the time; may
still have communication difficulties with hearing aids

Severe: difficulty understanding even amplified speech; needs aural rehabilitation training to maximize
benefit from hearing aids

Profound:  often little understanding of speech even with hearing aids, which is useful for obtaining
environmental sounds; may require extensive aural rehabilitation to develop/understand useable speech
(Please note that this description applies for most hearing aid amplification; results with a cochlear implant
are likely to be much better for someone with profound hearing loss)

Symbols located anywhere between -10 to 25 dB HL are considered to be in the normal loudness range for
adults. If the symbols are physically lower on the audiogram, graphed next to higher numbers on the Y-axis,
that person has hearing loss. An audiologist decides whether a hearing loss is conductive or sensorineural by
looking at the relationship between the air conducted and bone conducted thresholds. If the bone symbols are
normal but the air symbols are poorer than 25 dB HL, that person has a conductive hearing loss. In this case
there is a gap between the bone and air symbols. If all the symbols are located close together on the
audiogram and are poorer than 25 dB HL, that person has a sensorineural hearing loss. However, it is possible
that a person has this gap with the bone thresholds poorer than 25 dB HL and the air thresholds even poorer.
This is called a mixed hearing loss and has a portion that is conductive and a portion that is sensorineural.

Degree of Hearing Loss

Audiologists have several different ways to describe the results of pure tone testing, which can be quite
confusing. One method is to calculate the pure tone average, which is typically the average of the air
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Degree of Hearing Loss Hearing Loss Range (dB HL)

Normal 10 to 15

Slight* 16 to 25

Mild 26 to 40

Moderate 41 to 55

Moderately Severe 56 to 70

Severe 71 to 90

Profound 91+

thresholds at 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz. This value is then compared to the scale in the table below, and
the degree of hearing loss is assigned according to the pure tone average. While describing a hearing loss
based on a single loudness level may be convenient, it often does not capture the difficulty that listener may
have in day-to-day listening situations.

* The ‘slight’ category is most often used with children, not adults. ‘Normal’ for adults is -10 to 25 dB HL.

A second way audiologists may talk about a hearing loss is to describe the configuration across frequencies,
for example, a sloping sensorineural hearing loss or a flat conductive loss. The report received from the
audiologist will, most likely, state the degree of hearing loss based on the pure tone average, but this is not
always done.

Below are sample audiograms to demonstrate various degrees and types of hearing loss. Also included are
probable characteristics for that DEGREE of hearing loss, that is, how ‘bad’ the hearing loss is, in terms of day-
to-day communication. These characteristics are adapted from the University of Wisconsin-Online website.

Normal hearing loss chart

http://www.wisc-online.com/objects/ViewObject.aspx?ID=MBY1802
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Mild hearing loss chart

Pure tone average (R) = 27 dB HL (mild); this configuration of hearing loss is quite common and is one in
which using the pure tone average to describe the loss may be misleading.  Because the higher pitches have
more hearing loss, these individuals can have great trouble understanding speech in a noisy background. They
can benefit from amplification, particularly ‘open-fit’ technology (see the Hearing Aids and Implants module for a
description).

Moderate hearing loss chart

http://vr4hearingloss.net/what/hearing-aids-and-implants/
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Severe hearing loss chart

Impact of the Audiogram Information on Communication

Visit healthyhearing.com for “The Audiogram: Explanation and Significance,” by Dr. Mark Ross.  Dr. Ross is a
Korean War veteran who sustained significant hearing loss. After, he became an audiologist and university
professor spending his career educating audiologists and trying to help audiologists understand the difficulties
people with hearing loss can have.

Please look at Figure 3 from Dr. Ross’ website, which displays two vastly different hearing loss configurations
that will likely result in different challenges to the listener, but each ear has the same pure tone average.

Speech Audiometry

Speech is one of the most important auditory signals for humans. There are two types of speech testing that
are always performed as part of a routine hearing evaluation: speech reception threshold (SRT) and word
recognition in quiet.

Before going further, the field of audiology has renamed one of the speech tests that we generally give
patients. In the past we performed what was called ‘speech discrimination’ testing; now that same test is called
‘word recognition’ testing.

When the SRT is measured, the audiologist is looking for the softest level that a person can repeat words
correctly 50 percent of the time. The words used in the SRT test are 2-syllable words called spondees and are
generally spoken by the audiologist. These words have equal stress on both syllables; some examples are:
‘bathtub’, ‘baseball’, ‘hotdog’ and ‘armchair’. During this test the volume is changed such that the person will
clearly hear some of the words but will not be able to understand others when they are very soft, which is
normal. The result of the SRT test is the volume, or intensity level, at which the person repeats back the words
correctly half the time, e.g., 50 dB HL. A second function of the SRT is as a comparison to the results of pure
tone testing; the pure tone average and the SRT should agree within 5-10 dB. If those two values have a
difference greater than that, the audiologist is alerted that something is not right and additional testing and/or
checking should be completed. If the vocational rehabilitation (VR) counselor receives a report and/or
audiogram and these two numbers have a difference of greater than about 5 dB, and there is no explanation
either in the report or on the audiogram, the counselor should call the audiologist.

Word recognition in quiet testing is quite different from the SRT. First, the word recognition test includes only
one syllable words, e.g., add, ten, than. Second, the words are presented at a volume that is comfortable and
as clear as possible. Best audiology practices say that this list of words should be presented from a recording,
although that may not occur in every clinic. The result of word recognition testing is the percentage the
individual repeated correctly. Most audiologists will count a word as incorrect if the person misses even one
sound in the word. For the most part audiologists will present 25 words to each ear, so the score listed will
reflect the fact that each word is worth 4 percent of the total presented.

Both the SRT and word recognition testing are performed in quiet. That means that there is no background
noise for the client to contend with. Of course, that situation rarely happens in the real world. In recognition of
this fact, many audiologists are now using some kind of speech in noise testing to supplement the basic
evaluation, particularly for individuals who will be fit with hearing aids. Possibly the most-used speech in noise
test currently is the Quick Speech in Noise Test or ‘QuickSIN.’

The QuickSIN is a set of six sentences which is played at the same time four people are talking at once; this
type of noise is called “speech babble”. The volume of the speech stays the same and the volume of the
speech babble starts off fairly soft but gets louder as the test goes on. The volume increases until the final
sentence, when the speech and background noise are the same volume. Different clinics may perform this test
in slightly different ways. These can include:

Both the sentences and speech babble are presented from a speaker directly in front of the client.

http://www.healthyhearing.com/content/articles/Glossary/Other/7841-The-audiogram-explanation-and
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The sentences and babble are played through both headphones simultaneously, with one ear done then the
other.

However the test is administered, the result is given as a signal-to-noise ratio, which represents how much
louder the speech needs to be compared to the noise for the client to correctly repeat back 50% of the
sentences. Research has been done for individuals with normal hearing, and those values are the standard
that clients with hearing loss are compared to. This speech in noise measure is used during the counseling
process to quantify how difficult it is for the client to understand speech in noise, compared to someone without
hearing loss. Another use is after hearing aid fitting to document improved speech understanding in noise when
listening in a noisy background.

Hearing Healthcare Team (in alphabetical order)

Audiologist

Audiologists are licensed by the state(s) in which they practice. They must have a graduate degree; formerly
audiologists needed a master’s degree to practice and must now have a Doctor of Audiology degree (AuD).
Most states have grandfathered audiologists who have a master’s degree but not an AuD degree. Many
audiologists are also certified through the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association with the Certificate
of Clinical Competence (CCC/A) or the American Board of Audiology (ABA). Both of these certifications as well
as most state licensure agencies require continuing education credits for audiologists.

For individuals with hearing loss, the audiologist can:

Assess communication difficulties of client and family members

Perform a hearing evaluation

Perform a balance evaluation

Perform hearing aid evaluation and help clients with their choice of hearing aid

Perform an assistive device evaluation

Fit and program hearing aids and/or other assistive devices

Program cochlear implants and/or bone anchored implants

Perform an aural rehabilitation evaluation

Provide aural rehabilitation assessment

Provide aural rehabilitation

Client

Clearly the person seeking help is the primary member of the hearing healthcare team. That person needs to
inform the professionals about their communication needs, particular situations in which they are having
problems, medical history, work history and communication needs at work, how the hearing loss is impacting
their daily life, lifestyle and emotional state.

Family and Other Significant Communication Partners

Verbal communication requires at least two individuals, and thus it’s important to involve family members and
other significant communication partners in the hearing evaluation, hearing aid fitting and assistive technology
assessments processes.

In addition, family members may provide pertinent history information and be present for the hearing aid and/or
assistive device fitting. Their presence at the fitting session gives the family an additional person to understand
how the hearing aids work, how to insert and take out the hearing aids, and how to hook up any assistive
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device with the hearing aid, e.g., Bluetooth for a cell phone or a television device.

Geneticist/Genetic Counselor

Geneticists generally are medical doctors while genetic counselors most often have earned master’s degrees in
genetic counseling. It is becoming clear that most hearing losses have a genetic component, if not a complete
genetic basis. Based on test results and case history information, the audiologist may recommend that the
client and the client’s family seek genetic counseling. Whether the individual and family pursue the counseling
option is, of course, a private decision. Often, the outcome of a genetic evaluation will have little impact on
audiologic care, unless a condition is identified in which it is suspected that the hearing loss will worsen over
time. In this situation, foreknowledge of that possibility would allow for future planning to manage the hearing
loss appropriately.

Hearing Aid Dispenser

Hearing aid dispensers are licensed in the states in which they practice, although this may vary by state, as will
other requirements. As of December 2011, 10 states require an Associate’s Degree to be a hearing aid
dispenser, another 31 require a high school diploma or GED, and the remaining 9 are silent on the minimum
education required. All but eight states have a requirement for continuing education. A brief overview, by state,
of various regulations for hearing aid dispensers may be found here.

Hearing aid dispensers will typically perform audiologic evaluations and fit hearing aids. There may be state-to-
state variation in whether an audiologic evaluation performed by a hearing aid dispenser can be used by the VR
Counselor except to establish eligibility.

Otolaryngologist/Neurotologist

The ear-nose-throat (ENT) doctor is oftentimes quite important in treatment for hearing and balance problems.
If an individual has a conductive hearing loss it is possible that surgery will improve the situation or even cure
the problem, depending on its exact nature. In contrast, the surgeon may need to operate on the 8th cranial
nerve (the vestibuloacoustic nerve) and sever the nerve completely, thus wiping out hearing and balance
information from that ear.

Additionally, the ENT is the surgeon who will perform cochlear implant surgery as well as bone anchored
implant surgery.

Speech-Language Pathologist

The speech-language pathologist (SLP) has earned a master’s degree and all states require licensure to
practice. Most SLPs are also certified by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association with the
Certificate of Clinical Competence (CCC/SLP).

In the case of adults with acquired hearing loss, SLPs will most often be called on to provide audiologic or aural
rehabilitation. This therapy will consist of listening to speech sounds with the hearing device, learning how the
sounds may be slightly different than with no hearing loss. Lip reading and/or speech-reading may be covered
as well.

Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor

The VR counselor plays a vital role in the habilitation of someone with hearing loss. Part of what a VR
counselor will do is refer their client for the initial hearing or audiologic evaluation and also buy hearing aids
and/or other types of assistive technologies for them. However, these are only “the tip of the iceberg”. The
reader is referred to the How section of this training for more in-depth information about all the help a VR

http://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/State-Licensure-Trends-Hearing-Aid-Dispensing.pdf
http://vr4hearingloss.net/how/
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counselor can provide.

See the following sections for more information:

Eligibility, Severity of Disability and Order of Selection of Services

Comprehensive Assessments

Individual Plan for Employment

In terms of interacting with the audiologist, the VR counselor can be quite helpful for the client if they let the
audiologist know the various pieces of information that are needed. For example, speech in noise testing isn’t
always completed by the audiologist, but that information is critical for understanding functional limitations. By
the same token, audiologists may not have a person being seen for an initial audiologic evaluation complete a
questionnaire about how the hearing loss impacts communication, daily living and/or their emotional lives.
Requesting these specific types of information will help audiologists understand the information VR counselors
need to best help the client.

© 2013 VR4 Hearing Loss To Top
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7 – Hearing Aids and Implants

Types of Hearing Aids

Acoustic Hearing Aids

Acoustic hearing aids may be used for people with conductive, sensorineural, or mixed hearing loss. The size,
style and features are driven by the patient’s desires as well as their hearing loss. There is an array of sizes
with examples below.

Hearing aid types include:

Behind-the-ear (also called Over-the-ear)

Mini-BTE

In the canal (ITC)

Completely in canal (CIC)

Hearing aids that fit into the ear canal can cause the hearing aid wearer to feel “clogged up.” This clogged up
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feeling is known as the “occlusion effect” and most hearing aid wearers do not like this feeling. However, if
someone wants an “invisible” hearing aid, the completely-in-the-canal type may be the one they desire,
because it fits down into the ear canal and is the smallest hearing aid currently available.

See more pictures of hearing aids

The four hearing aids to the right sit over the top-of-the-ear (OTE) or behind-the-ear (BTE). For some of these
hearing aids, the ear mold that fits into the ear will occlude the ear canal, as in the photo at the right. However,
many people today are fit with “open ear” hearing aids. These hearing aids have a thin tube running from the
hearing aid to a piece called a “dome.” The dome does not occlude the ear canal, which allows natural sound
to enter, as well as amplified sound. The advantage of this type of fitting is a more natural sound that typically
amplifies only the frequencies at which a person has hearing loss, such that the wearer perceives increased
clarity without increased loudness.

See more hearing aid information and pictures

Bone Conduction Hearing Aids

While acoustic hearing aids send sound to the ear through the ear canal, bone conduction hearing aids operate
in a different way. A bone conduction aid is attached to a metal headband with a vibrating device on one side
and a microphone on one or both sides. Instead of sending sound waves through the air, a bone conduction
hearing aid takes sound from the air and converts that sound to a vibration that is applied to the skull. When
the skull vibrates, the cochlea and the fluids in the cochlea also vibrate, causing the person to hear. From this
description one might guess that a bone conduction hearing aid is typically used for conductive hearing losses.

It is the case that now (as of 2012) that bone conduction hearing aids are used infrequently. Most individuals
who are candidates for bone conduction hearing aids are also candidates for bone anchored implant hearing
aids (BAI, described below), and they opt for the bone anchored aids in many cases. This choice of BAI is
typically made based on greater comfort of the bone anchored hearing aid (even though surgery is involved)
and reception of better sound.

Candidacy: Acoustic and Bone Conduction Hearing Aids

Who is a candidate for hearing aids? Some individuals with a “mild” hearing loss often report that they do not
feel the need for personal amplification. This may mean they feel hearing aids would not be helpful. There are
other types of assistive devices that might be beneficial for this individual, but they are probably unaware of
those and a referral to an audiologist is warranted. Other individuals with “mild” hearing loss do want personal
amplification and can usually also benefit from assistive devices.

Individuals with any degree of conductive hearing loss, losses caused by problems in the outer or middle ear,
are hearing aid candidates. For these people sound is muffled and increasing the intensity or amplifying the
level on a hearing aid is like turning up the volume control. These individuals report great satisfaction with
hearing aid use.

Sensorineural hearing losses, those losses caused primarily by problems in the cochlea, but also problems with
the nerve, pose a greater challenge to audiologists and clients to decide whether hearing aids are appropriate.
As a general rule, people with a moderate or greater hearing loss will benefit from personal amplification. As
with conductive hearing losses, these individuals may benefit from assistive devices plus hearing aids, and
clients would be well advised to ask their audiologist about available assistive devices. This suggestion applies
to telecoils in particular, as some audiologists do not routinely order telecoils in hearing aids.

In addition to the degree of hearing loss, there are many other considerations for hearing aid candidacy. These
considerations include visual acuity, ability to manipulate small objects, ear surgery history, and whether a
family/friend support system is in place. By and large these questions apply to the elderly population and not to
the working age population.

http://my.clevelandclinic.org/disorders/hearing_loss/hic_hearing_aids_styles.aspx
http://www.stlouisear.com/selecting_hearing_aid.htm
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CROS and BICROS Hearing Aid Fittings

When a patient has hearing loss in only one ear (unilateral hearing loss), or different amounts of hearing loss in
each ear, there are a couple of specialized hearing aids to fit them. These setups include Contralateral Routing
of the Signal (CROS) and Bilateral Contralateral Routing of the Signal (BICROS) and the basic idea is for a
microphone to pick up sound on the side of the head with poorer hearing and send that sound, or route the
sound, to the amplification device on the other ear. The CROS fitting is designed for those with hearing loss in
one ear and normal hearing in the other ear. A BICROS fitting is for someone with asymmetric hearing loss,
one ear has a hearing loss that can be helped with amplification but the opposite ear will not benefit from
amplification (that ear is ‘unaidable’). The client will need to experience this type of hearing aid set up to decide
whether it benefits them. Sometimes the client will decide they do not benefit and the audiologist will try
something different; however, sometimes a client discovers that having access to the sounds on their ‘bad side’
is helpful and will keep the CROS or BICROS hearing aids. See the Unitron hearing aid company website for a
demonstration of how CROS and BICROS hearing aids work.

Implantable Hearing Aids

Bone Anchored Implants

A bone anchored implant is a hearing aid with one piece that is implanted, a snap/holder and the device itself.
A titanium implant is placed into the skull behind the  auricle and a small piece, the abutment, can be seen on
the outside of the head.

This surgery is done on most adults under local anesthesia. For adults, after about three months, the
snap/holder is placed onto the abutment and the hearing aid will be attached and programmed. This  waiting
period is needed to ensure the implanted piece adheres well with the skull, a process known as
osseointegration. This process is critical to the successful use of a bone anchored implant because the idea is
that the sound entering the device will make the implanted piece, as well as the skull, move as a single unit.

Bone anchored implant surgery

University of Maryland Medical Center – bone anchored implants

Candidacy: Bone Anchored Implants

Bone anchored implant hearing aids are appropriate for individuals with conductive hearing loss, some
individuals with mixed hearing loss and some people with no hearing in one ear and normal to near normal
hearing in the other ear. This last group of people is referred to as having “single-sided deafness.”

There are several medical conditions for which bone anchored implants are especially appropriate; typically in
these conditions an individual is unable to wear an acoustic hearing aid and are not candidates for surgery on
the ear. These conditions include:

Treacher Collins Syndrome – the middle ear structures, and sometimes the pinna, do not develop typically.

Otosclerosis – the middle ear stapes bone has extra bone growth, preventing its movement against the oval
window and preventing the introduction of sound into the inner ear and cochlea.

Microtia – the outer ear ( auricle) is smaller than normal and/or may not have developed typically

Atresia – the ear canal did not form, thus there is bone or other tissues where most people have open
space; surgery may or may not be successful to open the canal

Cochlear Implants

http://unitron.com/content/unitron/au/en/consumer/hearing_aids-c/products/tandem/overview.html
http://www.ent.uci.edu/BAHA.htm
http://www.umm.edu/otolaryngology/baha.htm
http://deafness.about.com/lr/microtia/68979/3/
http://deafness.about.com/lr/atresia/68979/4/
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Cochlear implants are hearing aids that are composed of three pieces: a sound processor, an implant/magnet,
and an electrode array.

This photo demonstrates how a
cochlear implant may appear on a
person.

The sound processor is essentially a hearing aid. The difference between a cochlear implant and an acoustic
hearing aid is that the person wearing an acoustic hearing aid  has hair cells still functioning in the cochlea and
the processed sound must be delivered to the eighth acoustic nerve directly. Because of this need, the delivery
system of the cochlear implant is much more complex than an acoustic hearing aid.

Sound enters the microphone of the sound processor, which receives processing as with any hearing aid, and
is then sent through the wire above the ear, through the skin, to the implant (#2), then on to the electrode array
which has been placed inside the cochlea. The typical hearing process then begins because the signal has
been delivered to the acoustic nerve.

The first cochlear implant, developed during the 1960-70s at the House Ear Institute in Los Angeles, California,
had one channel. This one channel allowed one piece of information about incoming sound to be delivered to
the auditory system. By today’s standards this amount of sound being sent to the wearer is wholly inadequate;
however, the first implantees who benefited from the implant were generally quite happy because most of these
adults had not received any auditory stimulation for many years.

Contemporary cochlear implants, by contrast, may have 22 or 24 channels and more channels allow more
information from the incoming sound to be transmitted to the wearer. However, when cochlear implants are
turned on and tuned, it is possible that a few channels will not be usable. This loss of some channels may
result from a particular electrode causing  discomfort when it is turned on and so will simply be deactivated.  It
is also true that the loss of some channels does not compromise the wearer’s ability to benefit from the
cochlear implant.

The processing that cochlear implants perform is quite different from acoustic, bone conduction and bone
implantable hearing aids. The reason for this difference lies in the fact that the three types of acoustic hearing
aids mentioned send sound to the cochlea for the auditory system to   encode the sound. Because the
electrode array of a cochlear implant has replaced the hair cells within the cochlea, the processing must include
some of the encoding work that would typically be done by the hair cells in the cochlea.  The processing
strategies of early cochlear implants included picking out important pieces of the speech signal to deliver to the
eighth nerve. These early cochlear implants were regarded as quite good at conveying speech information but
less good at conveying other sounds such as music. Current cochlear implant technology has improved a lot
and most users report satisfaction in both speech understanding and listening to music.

Some of the same advances seen in acoustic hearing aids are available with cochlear implants. For example,
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the sound processor, the part of the cochlear implant that resembles a behind the ear hearing aid, may have
dual microphones. Dual microphones allow the device to focus on the sound directly in front of the wearer and
reduce noise from behind, increasing the person’s ability to better distinguish speech in a noisy background.
Additional examples include a telecoil that automatically recognizes electromagnetic telephones, devices to use
cellular telephones, cords to connect to an iPod, etc., and are also Bluetooth friendly. See an explanation for
the various devices that can be used with the MED-EL cochlear implant.

Many individuals who opt for cochlear implants choose to have both ears implanted, although the surgery is
generally performed on only one ear at a time. Other individuals choose to wear a hearing aid on one ear with
a cochlear implant on the opposite ear. Research is ongoing at the moment to determine whether one of these
situations may produce better results than the other, however, as with most issues in personal amplification, the
opinion of the wearer is often the deciding factor.

Candidacy: Cochlear Implants

Who is a candidate for cochlear implants? One of the companies that make cochlear implants, Cochlear
Americas, poses the following questions to adults on their website:

Do you have to ask people to repeat themselves during one-on-one conversations, even in a quiet room?

Do you need captions to understand television programs?

Do you depend on lip reading to understand a conversation?

Do you find yourself exhausted at the end of the day because communication requires such a high degree of
concentration?

Do you have a hard time keeping up at work? Do you find communication at work to be difficult and to
interfere with carrying out responsibilities of your job?

Do you have trouble hearing on the phone?”

MED-EL, another company that produces cochlear implants, says that MED-EL cochlear implants, are being
implanted successfully in over 90 countries worldwide in both prelingually and postlingually deafened children
and adults. While it is not possible to predict exact benefits for each cochlear implant user, older children and
adults with previous speech and language development generally perform better with a cochlear implant than
children who have not yet developed speech and language.

Cochlear implants are designed for:

Adults with severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss in both ears, however, a long period of profound
hearing loss may limit the benefits of a cochlear implant

Individuals who receive little or no benefit from hearing aids

Individuals with access to education and (re)habilitation follow-up programs

http://www.medel.com/us/show/index/id/555/titel/Using+Assistive+Listening+Devices?PHPSESSID=tpte51brcrr8p8vaqmq7tp25e6
http://www.medel.com/us/show4/index/id/218/titel/Real+Life+Stories
http://www.medel.com/us/show4/index/id/218/titel/Real+Life+Stories
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The audiogram above shows graphically how much hearing loss a person should have to be considered a
candidate for a cochlear implant by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The gray area on the graph
represents the degree of hearing loss required when cochlear implants were first introduced in the 1970s and
for some time beyond that. As research was performed, the FDA ‘relaxed’ the standard such that individuals
with somewhat less hearing loss were allowed to be implanted. Today individuals must have at least severe
hearing loss above 1000 Hz but may have moderate hearing loss in the low frequencies.

A second criterion for cochlear implant candidacy is that people do not receive adequate benefit with acoustic
(‘regular’) hearing aids. Such benefit is shown in the clinic with having people try to repeat back individual
words. This listening-only ask is difficult because individual words provide no language context to help the
person figure out what is being said. Often, people with very low scores on this test are candidates for cochlear
implants.

See more information from the FDA regarding cochlear implants
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8 – Hearing Aid Features

How Hearing Aids Work
A ‘hearing aid’ or ‘hearing instrument’ (in these modules the term ‘hearing aid’ is used throughout) refers to any
device that sits in, on top of, or behind the ear that takes in sound, amplifies that sound in a specific way to
match an individual’s hearing loss, then sends the amplified sound into the ear canal/auditory system.

An ‘analog’ hearing aid is one in which the sound wave

enters the hearing aid

is boosted by the amplifier specifically for that person’s hearing loss

is sent into the ear canal.

A ‘digital’ hearing aid is one in which the sound wave

enters the hearing aid

is converted to a series of 1s and 0s (just like computer files)

is boosted by the amplifier specifically for that person’s hearing loss

gets converted back to a sound wave and

is sent into the ear canal.

As of this writing (2012) most hearing aids manufactured today are digital, although a few companies still make
analog aids. The reason digital hearing aids have supplanted analog ones is the complex processing that can
be applied to the sound. Based on decades of research about how the ear works and the characteristics of the
speech signal in noise, this complex processing can be implemented to help the wearer understand speech
better.

See more on how hearing aids work.

Hearing Aid Features

Directional microphone requires that at least two microphones be installed on the hearing aid. In the most basic
configuration, one of these mics faces forward and the other faces backward. This microphone configuration is
used to partially ‘cancel out’ noise that goes into the hearing aid and help emphasize speech that is in front of
the listener with a goal of making speech louder than the noise. The rationale is that in most listening situations
the listener is facing the speaker and much of the noise may be behind the listener. In digital technology
directional microphones can now ‘track’ the noise and speech sources and set the directionality of the
microphones to the best advantage for a particular listening situation. A top-of-the-line digital hearing aid may
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have this function automated; mid-level hearing aids may require the user to turn the feature on manually;
basic, entry-level digital aids may not have this feature but have a directional mic facing forward only.

Telecoil technology, the development of an electromagnetic field that conveys sound, is the same in all hearing
aids. The sensitivity of a telecoil depends on its actual size and orientation within the hearing aid casing.
Telecoils are needed to work with landline telephones as well as ‘wired’ or ‘looped’ large spaces such as
churches and auditoriums. However, many large spaces may have  FM technology  in addition to, or instead
of, telecoils/looping.

Direct audio input (DAI) requires a wire to be connected to hearing aids from some other type of device, such
as a Sony Walkman, iPod, MP3 player, etc.

FM capability is available for both analog and digital behind-the-ear hearing aids. Many aids require a separate
piece, called a “boot”, that snaps  into the bottom of a behind the ear hearing aid, to receive the FM signal. In
some digital hearing aids the FM receiver has been incorporated inside the hearing aid and does not require a
separate piece. An FM receiver is not available for any hearing aid that is cast to fit in a particular ear.

In digital hearing aids, the use of microchips has allowed more complex processing and many additional
features to be added as compared to analog  hearing aids.

Multiple Programs

Although users  can change the volume setting, there  are few additional changes they can make to the hearing
aid, no matter what type of listening situation they  find themselves in. Digital hearing aids, by contrast, allow for
two, three or four programs depending on the level or expense of the hearing aid. Often, the primary program
is set with an omni-directional microphone, which means the microphone will pick up sounds in a circular
pattern from all around the listener. Program two is often designated as the ‘noisy situation program,’ because
the directional microphone is engaged when the hearing aid is set  to that program. Program three may be the
‘telephone program’ and will use the internal telecoil with a landline phone. Most  cell phones do not operate on
the electromagnetic principle, and so cell phones can be used directly with a hearing aid or through a Bluetooth
connection.

Fine-Tuning

Analog hearing aids are made up of a single filter across the entire frequency range. That is, most analog
hearing aids have  a bass knob and a treble knob but no more than that. Digital hearing aids have many filters
across the frequency range, which allow the audiologist to more precisely fit the amplification needed in each
frequency region to a particular person’s hearing needs.

Feedback Cancellation

If you have ever been physically close to a person wearing a hearing aid you know that sometimes the hearing
aid will start to squeal. This happens because the amplified sound coming out of the hearing aid is fed back
into the microphone and is re-amplified. If this occurs several times the circuit is overloaded and the hearing
aid emits a high-pitched tone. Feedback happens a lot with analog hearing aids and often the user is unaware
of the problem.

Digital hearing aids have sophisticated programming to  identify feedback as soon as it happens and  end it.
Manufacturers  use different strategies to get rid of feedback, all which are much better than the strategies for
handling feedback in analog hearing aids.

Speech Enhancement

Digital hearing aids are tiny computers in a person’s ears. The term “digital” means that the sound wave is
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converted to a series of zeros (0s) and ones (1s). The features and programs within the hearing aid are in
essence mathematical equations that operate on the zeros and ones. This conversion to zeros and ones is the
reason digital technology is superior to analog hearing aids. Once the programs have operated on this signal
and changed it, the ones and zeros are converted back into sound to be delivered to the user’s ear.

Because such sophisticated programming is possible, many digital hearing aids help the listener focus on a
speech signal and pay less attention to background noise. The hearing aid is programmed to recognize both a
speech signal and a noise signal, and to decrease amplification of the noise while increasing amplification of
the speech. This process, however, is far from perfect; current hearing aid technology or any computer
application is simply not as good as human  hearing and our brains at distinguishing between speech and
background noise. Therefore, while this feature may be helpful, it cannot replace the auditory system and
should only be thought of as an aid to speech understanding.

Bluetooth

Bluetooth technology has been adopted by most hearing aid manufacturers in order to couple digital hearing
aids with other communication devices, such as cell phones and televisions.

New Realities About Hearing Aids

It is probably clear after reading through the features of today’s hearing aids that they have changed
substantially even in the last 5 to 10 years. In the past hearing aid costs were driven by the size of the hearing
aid; the smaller the hearing aid the higher the price. That is no longer true; the cost now is driven by the level
of technology included in the hearing aid.
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9 – Assistive Technology
What is assistive technology for hearing loss? Clearly anything which fosters communication may be
considered “assistive technology.” There are now many services and devices that help serve as assistive
technology for individuals with hearing loss, although that may not have been their intended purpose. Examples
of these include: texting, tweeting, email, short message relay (SMS), fax, computers and tablets (e.g., Dell
Latitude, iPad) and software, for example Skype. Of course, the more traditional devices are still available such
as amplified telephones, signaling devices, alarm clocks and TV listening devices to name just a few.
Additionally hearing aid manufacturers are providing linkup capabilities between their hearing aids and other
devices such as cell phones, FM systems, and home devices for TV and telephone, among others.

It is probably the case that most individuals with hearing loss will be unaware of the variety of technological
assistance available to use in conjunction with their hearing aids or separately from their hearing aids. As their
vocational rehabilitation counselor, letting them know to ask their audiologist about these devices will be
providing them a great service and could well mean the difference between succeeding and not succeeding.
While many audiologists may not stock these devices, the audiologist is the best professional to help sort this
out for the client and gather the information needed as to which devices will work and/or work best with that
client’s hearing aids.

One very good resource for information about hearing assistance technologies is Demystifying Hearing
Assistance Technology, a guide written specifically for service providers and consumers. This spiral bound
book is also available as a pdf file.

Assessment for Assistive Technology

An assessment for assistive technology will consist of several pieces, including the audiologic information,
physical capabilities of the client, specific needs for the home, specific needs for the work setting and lifestyle
needs of the client.
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In 2006 a task force convened by the American Academy of Audiology (AAA) published guidelines for
audiologic management of adults with hearing loss. These guidelines, while not mandatory, give audiologists an
evidence base as well as ideas and resources to provide thorough treatment and care for these clients. The
guidelines contain steps for assessing the individual’s hearing needs and goals  as well as non-auditory
aspects of the client that could impact management of the hearing loss such as manual dexterity, vision, locus
of control, support network available, among other items. Finally, the guidelines suggest that assessing
outcomes for each individual patient is an important activity for the audiologist to undertake.

Examples of some instruments audiologists might use to assess the client’s perception of their own
communication needs and goals include: the Client Oriented Scale of Improvement, Hearing Handicap
Inventory for Adults, and Expected Consequences of Hearing Aid Ownership, and many others.

The AAA guidelines also contain a section devoted to hearing assistive technology, or HAT, with the objective
being to ensure that all of the client’s communication needs are met. It is often the case that hearing aids alone
cannot meet all the communication and safety needs of wearers; signaling devices, alerting devices,
specialized telephones, etc., may also be needed. The guidelines list four areas which assistive devices may
address:

1. “Live, face-to-face communication (e.g., home, restaurant, meeting, place of worship, concert, lecture,
automobile, courtroom, classroom)

2. Broadcast and other electronic media (e.g., radio, television, movie theater)

3. Telephone conversation (e.g., telephone, intercom)

4. Sensitivity to alerting signals and environmental stimuli (e.g., doorbell, smoke detector, telephone ring,
appliance timer, baby’s cry, child’s voice, alarm clock, door knock)”

As you might think, assistive devices are quite useful when the sound source is separated from the listener
and also in difficult-to-hear situations such as in background noise. Various methods for transmitting sounds
from a sender to a receiver have been developed over the years and will be explained later.

Aural Rehabilitation Programs on Computer

There are several new programs designed to help people ‘relearn’ how to listen either with or without personal
amplification which are designed to be used on a person’s home computer.  The information below is taken
from hearingresearch.com.

LACE (Listening and Communication Enhancement)

LACE includes a variety of listening tasks that are supplemented by occasional “helpful hints” conveying
general A/R advice or information on communication interactions. The program requires training some 30
minutes a day, five days a week, for four weeks for completion. The listening tasks include:

Speech in Babble

Time Compressed Speech

Competing Speaker

Target Word (or short-term memory)

Missing Word.

Seeing and Hearing SpeechThis program is distributed by the Sensimetrics Corporation in Somerville, MA. It is
an English version of a training program first developed in Sweden.

The program consists of four major groups: (1) vowels, (2) consonants, (3) stress, intonation and length, (4)
and everyday communications. Each group is broken down into further subgroups and then subdivided further.
A brief explanatory note precedes each lesson that explains the articulatory movements required during sound
formation as are various communication tips.

http://www.hearingresearch.org/ross/aural_rehabilitation/home-based_auditory_and_speechreading_training.php
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Conversation Made Easy

This program was developed by Dr. Nancy Type [sic] Murray and is now being distributed and published by the
Central Institute for the Deaf in St. Louis. The entire program comes in three packages, with two designed for
hearing-impaired children and the third, the one that will be reviewed below, aimed at adults and teenager with
hearing loss.

This package consists of five CDs that present the three training modules. The Sounds program is contained
on a single CD (the other two require 2 CDs each). There are 24 exercises in this program consisting of tasks
basically requiring consonant discrimination (judging whether one differs from another) or the actual
identification of consonant combinations gradually increased in difficulty. A user has the option of just listening,
just looking, or both in combination.

Sound and Beyond

Sound and Beyond was developed by the House Ear Institute (in Los Angeles) and is now being marketed by
the Cochlear Corporation. It is an auditory training program primarily designed for cochlear implant users
(though it may also be useful for hearing aid users with severe or profound hearing losses).

The program consists of a variety of listening tasks ranging in difficulty. Assessment tests determine the level at
which training commences for the eight modules. The user manual also contains a printed series of questions
to aid a subject in determining the proper level to begin training. It is recommended that users monitor their
progress by periodically retaking the tests. All modules provide for immediate feedback when errors are made
and include a menu bar that permits a user to stop, pause the session, or to replay the last presentation. This
allows the user to replay a sound as often as desired.

Environmental sounds

Male/Female Identification

Vowel and consonant recognition

Word discrimination

Music appreciation

Types of Transmission

There are two categories for transmitting sound waves between devices: hardwired and wireless. The distance
between the speaker and listener is limited by the length of the wire between the microphone and the receiver,
which makes these devices useful in particular situations, for example at a customer counter such as a bank
teller, pharmacy or in a physician’s office. An individual may carry hardwired devices as well to interact with
individuals they encounter day to day; however, most people find this type of device cumbersome, awkward, as
well as providing a negative image to communication partners. Again, however, there are some situations in
which hardwired devices work quite well; if an individual is working with a person who interacts with the public
in a one-to-one fashion, a hardwired device may answer the employment needs of that individual and it
certainly fits well with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Perhaps the best known device in this category, often
called personal assistive listening devices, is the PocketTalker®. The PocketTalker consists of a microphone
that feeds into an amplifier, and the amplifier has a volume control and a headphone jack.

FM (Frequency Modulated)

FM, or frequency modulation, is the same technology used for radio signals, with the difference being the
frequencies that are used to broadcast the signals. There are personal assistive listening devices, which
operate by FM, rather than a wire; the advantages are that the distance between the speaker and listener can
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be increased and they can even be separated by walls and still communicate. These personal FM systems
have two components: a transmitter, which has a microphone input and often, a channel selection switch, and
the receiver, which has a volume control, a channel selection switch and a headphone jack. While these
devices are an improvement over those that are hardwired, they are still seen by many to be cumbersome and
provide a negative image. As with their hardwired cousins, there may be employment situations in which these
devices are acceptable.

FM technology has been incorporated into many devices and most hearing aids now come equipped with or
can be equipped with an FM receiver. This particular technology change has resulted in greater ease of
communication for those with hearing loss in many settings such as theaters, worship places, schools
(including colleges and universities), and others.

Pictured is a FM listening system.

Induction Loop/Telecoil

With induction loop or telecoil technology the sound is converted to a magnetic field and sent to a receiver
where it is converted back into sound. Notice in the drawing that a necessary part of the system is that the
listeners are seated inside the area that is surrounded by the actual wire loop, unless an entire space is
looped. This means that individuals with hearing loss who choose to use this technology may be limited in
where they can sit within the space to receive the signal. However, now it is common for all the space to be
included within the loop. Some people think that loop technology is “old,” and it is true that this electromagnetic
technology was the first wireless hearing technology to be developed. However, it is also true that induction
loops/electromagnetic technology is one of the least expensive methods for large spaces to provide auditory
signals to individuals with hearing aids, bone anchored implants and cochlear implants, many of which are
equipped with the necessary receiver, a telecoil. Additionally, many newer personal amplification devices have
an “automatic” program that will “read” the environment and switch the input to the telecoil in that situation.
Know, however, that this “automatic programming” will not be 100 percent successful.

The telecoil symbol.

Infrared
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Infrared technology works on the same idea as both FM and induction loop in that the signal is fed into a
transmitter and picked up by a receiver. The difference between infrared and the others already discussed is
that the sound is converted to a light wave to be transmitted through the air.

Infrared does have some drawbacks: 1) The transmitter and the receiver must be in direct line of sight with one
another; infrared, as with any type of light, cannot transmit through walls and not well around corners; 2) This
technology cannot be used out-of-doors because sunlight will scatter the signal and essentially destroy it. The
first ‘drawback’ might also be seen as a plus because privacy can be better maintained with infrared versus FM
signals, which can travel through walls.

This signaler is designed for
television viewing.

Infrared listening technology is not typically used in large spaces, but has been adopted into personal devices
for the home. One popular use is with devices designed for television viewing such as the one seen in the
photograph.

The base of the device pictured serves as the transmitter and has a microphone (not shown in this photo) that
is placed next to a television speaker. Once the signal is picked up from the television, the base converts the
sound to light and transmits that signal through the front of the base (blue arrow) which is received by the ear
buds (red arrow). The receiver has a volume control for the wearer to adjust and also some more sensitive
controls on the back that require specialized screwdrivers to adjust how the signal is fed to the left and right
earphones.

Telecommunications

Landline Phones

There is a vast array of landline telephones available as hearing assistive technology. The variations available
are too many to go into, but below are some examples of telephones designed for different applications,
depending on the needs of the client:

AMPLI600 and PT680 – Designed for emergency situations, these phones include either a remote control or
a wrist shaker.

VCO – A voice carry-over telephone that displays the conversation text on the screen. Calls are placed via a
relay service.

PT500 – The only amplified phone that offers pre-programmed, multiple user profile buttons that memorize
volume and tone control for more than one user.

Examples of the telephones available for individuals with hearing loss:

http://www.assistech.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&key=AMPLI600
http://www.assistech.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&key=PT680
http://www.assistech.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&key=VCO
http://www.assistech.com/cgi-bin/shopper.cgi?preadd=action&key=PT500
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Because there are so many choices for amplified landline phones and accessories, making clients aware of
that fact may be the best way to help them. Also, encourage clients to speak with their audiologist in order to
make the best decision for their various communication needs. Some of the companies reviewed for this
module also carry amplified cell phones.

CapTel (‘Cap’tioned ‘Tel’ephones)

CapTel is now wireless as a free app offered by Sprint (for Android 2.2 and higher) and AT&T (in Michigan).
Undoubtedly other cell phone carriers will begin to make this app available for their customers with hearing
loss.

See how CapTel works

See a CapTel phone

Cell Phones

Congress passed the Hearing Aid Compatibility Act of 1988 which mandated that landline telephones must be
able to acoustically couple to hearing aid and also have telecoils available to connect with hearing aids.

http://www.captel.com/how-it-works.php
http://www.captel.com/captel-800i.php
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Wireless telephones, as cell phones were known in 1988, were completely exempted from this law. That
changed in 2003 when “the FCC established rules for the hearing aid compatibility of digital wireless phones.”

Many cell phones do have Bluetooth connectivity capability, thus providing transmission capability to a
streamer, if the client has that. In addition, of course, cell phones offer texting capabilities, access to the
Internet, email and now there are ‘apps’ coming out that can serve as hearing assistive technology.

Read more on apps for assistive hearing devices

What Are the Critical Cell Phone Features to Consider for the Hearing Impaired?

There are a number of features to consider when selecting a cell phone for the hearing impaired:

Compatibility with hearing aids if they are worn

Volume control or additional amplification

Cell phone and earpiece design

Texting capabilities and related plans if voice communication is significantly limited

Vibration alerts and clips to avoid missed calls

Features to reduce interference such as backlight control and neckloops

Ancillary devices to enhance performance such as a voice carry-over (VCO) attachment or Hatis induction
coupler

Read more on cell phones for the hearing impaired

Amplified stethoscope

Relay Services

Available in every state, relay services allow individuals who cannot speak and/or hear to call an operator using
their own teletypewriter telephone/telephone device for the deaf (TTY/TDD). The operator places the needed
call and acts as the intermediary for the person initiating the call and the recipient of the call, typically a hearing
person without a TTY. Since the advent of the Americans with Disabilities Act, many companies and other
entities have established a dedicated TTY line. There are some rules of etiquette for TTY use that,
unfortunately, many hearing people are unaware that differ from the spoken telephone conversations with
which they are familiar.

See the Resource Center’s tools and training for volunteers and service programs and tips on relay
conversation etiquette.

http://www.fcc.gov/guides/hearing-aid-compatibility-wireless-telephones
http://www.asha.org/Publications/leader/2011/111011/Apps-With-Amps--Mobile-Devices,-Hearing-Assistive-Technology,-and-Older-Adults/
http://www.squidoo.com/cell-phones-for-hearing-impaired#module10133532
http://www.nationalserviceresources.org/
http://www.nationalserviceresources.org/practices/17620
http://www.nationalserviceresources.org/practices/17620
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Signalers 

Most often signalers are used in the home to alert a person with hearing loss that the fire alarm has gone off,
the phone is ringing, someone has rung the doorbell, or the dryer/oven/microwave oven has signaled. Several
of these devices might easily be adapted to the work environment, depending on the particular needs of an
individual. In many instances a device with a flashing light is used; many of these are capable of having
several inputs which are programmed to a different sequence of light flashes.

This VibraLite 3 watch has auditory and vibratory
signaling capability. There are also 6 different
functions available, from hourly alarms to a
stopwatch.

Sonic Boom Alarm Clock (SB1000V) with Bed
Shaker Uses lights, sounds and vibration to wake
you up. Can be programmed to use the
telephone as the alarm.
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This device allows the user to choose unique
flashing patterns for a telephones, doorbell,
oven, etc.

This is a messaging device for “voice carryover”
activities.

Captioning

Typically we think of closed captioning as being used with television, which is the option that is used most
often. Movies also have captioning, although theaters may choose to show captioned films only at certain
times. For example, in one particular town, one movie theater shows captioned films one Tuesday evening a
month.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has developed rules governing captioning. Analog televisions
of 13” or greater display and all digital televisions must have captioning display capability. In the mid-1990’s
Congress began requiring companies who provide programming for multiple channels, e.g., satellite distributors,
broadcasters, to caption their television programs.

While the main purpose of captioning is recognized as providing text for those who are hard of hearing, English
captioning may also help those for whom English is a second (or third) language.

Computer-Related Technologies

Text Interpreting - C-Print, TypeWell, Communication Access Realtime Translation (CART) C-Print. are all
used to provide speech-to-text in real time for spoken language. That is, what is being said is typed out
verbatim (CART) or at a meaning-for-meaning level (C-Print, TypeWell). The resulting text can be projected
for a large group setting, e.g., meeting, symposium, or for an individual,  for example in a classroom. All of
these methods use specialized keyboards that speed the process of converting the spoken word to text.

Notetaking for Group/Individual Situations - Any of the text interpreting services (C-Print, TypeWell,
CART ) are appropriate in these situations. In addition, however, there is also ‘computer assisted note taking
(CAN),’ which consists of a person using a ‘regular’ keyboard (QWERTY), listening and typing as much of
what they hear as possible. Parts of the message may be glossed over, as using a regular keyboard to type
verbatim is almost impossible. CAN may be displayed to viewers in the same room as the typist or the typist
may be in a distant location, so long as he or she has access to the speaker in real time and the typed

http://vr4hearingloss.net/what/assistive-technology/attachment/14/
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message can be sent to the recipient in real time. There are professional CAN operators who not only are
very skilled at typing in near real time, but who also use special software and pre-trained codes to improve
their accuracy and speed. CAN support of a meeting typically requires one or more CAN operators to be
present in the meeting room. One operator is sufficient if the meeting is short, but longer meetings require at
least two operators so they can alternate after 20-30 minutes of this extremely exhausting work. It’s also
possible to use “Remote” CAN operators. To do this, users need a way to get the audio of the meeting
transmitted live to the CAN operator, who may be hundreds of miles away, and a way to get the typed text
sent back to the meeting room live and displayed.

Skype – This is a copyrighted “voice over internet protocol” (VOIP) that is currently owned by Microsoft.
Skype, with its videoconferencing capabilities, allows computer users to communicate through both voice and
picture. The advantage of this method for people with hearing loss is easy to understand: they will have
access to visual speech cues and/or manual communication. Skype is a software package that can be
downloaded to personal computers, both Windows and OS X operating systems. Communication between
Skype users is free while Skype to non-Skype use incurs a cost. Skype is not the only software available as
VOIP, however, it is unique in that it allows people to directly connect to other users and does not require
intermediaries.

Facetime – Facetime is an Apple software product that allows video and voice communication, much like
Skype. The advantages of Skype also apply to Facetime, visual speech cues and/or manual communication.
Calls are placed through address book contacts without need of an intermediary.

Service Animals

Hearing Dogs - There are several organizations in the United States and throughout the world that rescue
and/or train dogs for use by those with hearing loss. While a service animal may not be ideal for most work
environments, they may be exactly the solution needed at work by some. Typical situations for which hearing
service dogs are trained include:

Someone knocking at the door

Doorbells

Alarm clock

Telephone/TDD/TTY

Smoke Detectors

Someone calling their owner’s name

Intruders

Police and emergency vehicle sirens

Car horns

Online Resources

Advocacy, Networking, Support

Hearing Loss Association of America

Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing (AG Bell) 

American Tinnitus Association 

Association of Late-Deafened Adults, Inc. 

Association of Medical Professionals with Hearing Loss 

Center for Hearing and Communication 

International Federation of Hard of Hearing People (IFHOH) 

http://www.hearingloss.org/
http://nc.agbell.org/
http://www.ata.org/
http://www.alda.org/
http://www.amphl.org/
http://www.chchearing.org/
http://www.ifhoh.org/
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National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders

Hearing Health Foundation

Devices

Harris Communication

Hear World USA

Dogs

Dogs for the Deaf

4 Paws for Ability
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Home // What // 10 – What Assessment

Objectives
Trace the path of sound through
the outer, middle and inner ears.

Name the segments of the
hearing evaluation.

Describe at least four features of
personal hearing instruments.

Describe at least four situations
in which assistive technologies
would be useful.

Take the 
Assessment

Previous Topic

10 – What Assessment

Otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) are used to test the integrity of which part of the auditory system?

Middle ear system
Inner hair cells
Outer hair cells
Auditory nerve

Acquired hearing loss in adults typically

Varies by frequency, that is, is worse at some frequencies than others
Is complete, there is little to no hearing remaining
Can change over time, but rarely improves
a. and c.

Assistive devices work on which of the following communication platforms?

Infrared (IR)
Frequency Modulation (FM)
Magnetic Induction (Looping)
All of the above

An individual is a good candidate for a bone anchored implant if they have

Inoperable middle ear abnormality 
An acoustic nerve tumor
Near-complete loss of cochlear hair cells
None of the above

Cochlear implants are designed for

Adults with severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss in both ears
Individuals who receive little or no benefit from hearing aids
Individuals with access to education and (re)habilitation follow-up programs
All of the above

Cell phones might be a useful assistive device for individuals with hearing loss due to

Texting capabilities
Bluetooth connectivity (to connect to hearing aids)
Hearing-related apps
All of the above

Hearing aids have a feature that can help the wearer ‘focus’ his or her attention in front of them. This feature is
referred to as

Directional microphones
Feedback cancellation

Getting Started Who... What... How... Where...

My Sites VR4 Hearing Loss 3 New Edit Page Howdy, Holland Doran
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Noise reduction
Bluetooth connectivity

Hearing aids can connect to landline telephones through the following means

Acoustically (hearing aid held up to telephone)
Telecoil/Magnetic induction
FM
a. and b.

Of the hearing losses described below, which one would likely cause the most difficulty in conversing in a noisy
background?

Bilateral, moderate, sensorineural
Bilateral, severe, conductive
Unilateral, moderate, conductive
Unilateral, severe, sensorineural

Hearing sensitivity is expressed in which of the following units?

decibel Hearing Level (dB HL)
Hertz (Hz)
Per cent correct
Type A, B or C

Which of the following assistive devices is ‘hard-wired’?

Bluetooth connector
Personal FM system
PockeTalker
Telecoil

Each of the following is considered a critical cell phone feature EXCEPT

‘Smart’ phone capability
Texting capability
Vibration alert
Volume control

Physicians may be able to repair a problem in which portion(s) of the auditory system?

Inner ear 
Middle ear
Sensory ear
a. and b. 

Aural Rehabilitation programs available on computer are designed for which reason?

Ease of administration for the audiologist
Practice conversation with computer-based voices
Practice listening in noisy backgrounds
Improve a person’s hearing thresholds

Which of the following can result in a conductive hearing loss?

Aging
Autoimmune disease
Noise exposure
Trauma

Which of the following tests most closely mimics how people listen in everyday situations?

Speech reception threshold
Quick Speech-in-Noise test
Word Recognition
None of the above
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